TRUSTEES MEET,
RECORDING DEVICES
SPARK DEBATE
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

lhe Board of Trustees met for its
meetings Oct. 25-27 on campus.
During the meetings the Pulvcr
pavilion was formally dedicated (See
trticte, page rig ht), and several other
cms were discussed, including the
Dean of Students office pilot program
;|placing audio recording devices on
vainly officers.
The
Student
Government
Association's Presidents " Council
gave feedback on a plan to p lace
wording devices on Security officers
sbile on duty during its Oct. 14 meeting The plan was presented by Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune with
Assistant Director of Security Jeff
Coombs. SGA President Nicholas
Cade '08 explained that PC members
tod an initial hesitancy regarding the
program but exp lained that , "they
vluetantly endorsed the program
nee they understood the need and the
Imitations of the program."
In a recent e-mail to the Echo
krhiinc said that discussions with
Undents and administrators have
vklied two conclusions: "I) too
~in > of the interactions between students and security officers are
wrblding in ways that are problematc and , 2) with the proper safeguards

M [I

Pulver dedication celebrates new space Trick or treat?
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

Over the weekend the College community along with visiting trustees
participated in the dedication of the
most recent addition to campus—the
Pulvcr Pavilion. The dedication ceremony celebrated the Pavilion as the
heart of student life on campus, the
end result of a $I0-million expansion
and renovation project that was completed in the summer of 2007.
The day kicked off with myriad
events which preceded the dedication ,
including a carnival held inside the
Pavilion , an a cappella concert in the
Lower Programming Space, caricature artists & airbrush tattoos in the

Post Office and a Student Art Exhibit
in the Fireside Lounge. These events
served to highlight the newly furnished areas of the Pavilion , and to
introduce both students and trustees to
the facilities.
The dedication ceremony began
with some words by Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Joe Boulos *68,
who noted his gratitude on behalf of
the college and the Board of Trustees
to the Pulver family: Trustee David
'63 P'93, Carol P*93, and their daughter Stephanie '93. Boulos refen-ed to
David as "everything we [on the
Board] hope for in a trustee , and asked
of the students in the audience to
"remember the Pulvers for what they
have done for you." He also described
various gifts that the family has made

to the College previously, including
the Pulver Family Professorship in
Jewish Studies, the Linda K. Cotter
Internship Fund, the Hillel Room in
the Pugh Center and the William R.
Cotter
Distinguished
Teaching
Professorship.
Laura Perille '08, president of the
Student Programming Board , spoke
next about the Pavilion and its function on campus from a student 's perspective. She described with intense
enthusiasm the various aspects of the
Pavilion that benefit students a great
deal . Overall, she noted that Pulver is
a destination , not just a walkway,
which differentiates it greatly from
popular areas on campus such as the
Street. "As a senior, I can truly appreciate what Pulver stands for... Pulver
is a student 's dream ," she said.
President William D. Adams, who
spoke next , spent a portion of time discussing how the Pavilion was
designed, from its conceptual birth
seven years ago to its architectural
realization in 2007. Pulver was
designed in response to an "absence of
a place on campus where people could
convene in a very strong and real
way." As Adams explained , the voice
of the students, dissatisfied by the lack
of a centralized student hangout spot ,
spawned the creation of the proposal
and greatly drove the p lanning
process. However, "It was David's
voice that brought this facility into the
commitments of our committees' [who
were looking to make improvements
on campus]," Adams said. He also
deemed that it was an honor to thank
the Pulver family, who through their
philanthropic contributions and cmo-
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Continued on Page 3

A reception f o r students, faculty and trustees preceded the dedication.
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Contlnued on Page 3

Two trick-or-treaters on campus f o r the Halloween Extravaganza.

Former secretary of state addresses the College
The popularity of Albright 's lecture
seemingly caught the College off
guard as many students and community members were unable to gain
As a part of the College 's annual access to the Chapel, after waiting
Senator
George
J.
Mitchell outside in anticipation. While they
Distinguished International Lecture were eventually able to watch the
series, former Secretary of State speech from classrooms in Lovejoy,
Madeleine K. Albright spoke to a many were still frustrated (See article,
"Lecture receives campus praise and
crowd in Lorimer Chapel last
Thursday in an event widely anended criticism. " on page 2).
For those in attendance, Albright
by students, faculty and Waterville
residents alike. In discussing topics spoke first about her legacy, saying "I
such as the necessity for the American think it says something very right
government to increase humanitarian about America that the first female
efforts and the need for better U.S. Secretary of State was succeeded by
our first Africanpolicy
regarding
American Secretary
Iraqi
refugees,
Albright articulated
of State who has
since been succeedgreat depth
of
knowledge of intered by our first
female
Africannational relations
and, as stated by
American Secretary
of State." Yet she
President William
D. Adams, reprenoted that while
important barriers
sented herself as a
"world-renowned
are coming down ,
there are still many
public servant."
troubling aspects of
Nominated
by
our society that
President
Bill
Clinton , Albright ,
require
serious
Madeleine K. Albright attention , namely the
the highest-ranking
Former Secretary of Stale
woman in United
threat of terror, the
uncertainty of relaStates government
tions in the Middle
at the time of her
inauguration , served as the 64th East, the dangers posed by climate
United States Secretary of State from change, and the world's "failure to
Jan. 23, 1997 to Jan. 20, 2001. respond quickly enough to the genoAlbright's career as Secretary of State cide in Darfur. " In dealing with these
is distinguished by her guidance of truths , Albright explained her vision
U.S. foreign policy after the collapse which she believes should guide jud gof the Soviet Union , and her mediat- ment and policy-making in internaing efforts while representing America tional affairs. In this vision , America
during the bloody Balkan conflicts. In docs its "duty in" helpin g to "forge an
describing her tenure as Secretary of international system that rewards
State, Adams noted that Albright is those who fulfill their [civic] responsi"known as [being] a strong voice for bilities and punishes those who do
democracy in the world, for human not. " She deemed that Americans
rights, and for religious freedom."
have worked hard over the decades to
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR
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r this dramatic reenactment, we see tuition barely edging out inflation.
I

Tuition outpaces inflation
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

According to the latest College
Beard report , the rise in tuition and
fees at both public and private univeraties has more than doubled the rate
' inflation, A recent New York Times
Bticte estimated the rise in tuition ,
Bcltiding room and board, to be up
' percent from last year at public
bur-year colleges , and tuition at priA colleges increased about 6.3 peri' w hile consumer prices have risen
Rs ihan 3 percent.
( ynthia Wells , director of Student
¦' 'uncial Servicer considers tuition
be the comprehensive fee for attenbnce including room and board ,
fwton at the College, $44,080 for the
- ii' , academic year, is currentl y set at
5*6.100. Furthermore , Wells anticiWes the cost to rise again for the
SlOJi year.
Mthough tuition at college may be
•creasing at a rate which outpaces
"tlj tion , "the increase [at Colby] is
; R to the fact that it costs more to run
- college each year," Wells said.
Wcurding to Wells the rate of conWner price inflation does not neces*nly reflect the increased costs the
college faces , such as "higher fuel

INSIDE
THIS
ISSUE:

prices, food, healthcare, and employee
raises." However, the rise in tuition
also reflects the declining support
public colleges have received over the
last seven years, the Rimes reported.
This loss of public support may be the
result of either the tighter economy or
a new libertarian ethos of less support
for traditional educational and social
institutions.
Currently, over 50 percent of students receive some form of financial
aid from the college. When a student
applies for aid , the college "attempts
to establish what the family can
afford" and then subsidizes the rest
"subtracting the family 's ability to
pay from the total cost of tuition ,"
Wells said. With regards to loans,
"students are often eligible for more
money from the federal government
than [SFS] determines the student
should receive" but most students
take the additional loans. The College
docs not define parent loans as financial aid , but includes "work study,
grants, and federal student loans" as
part of financial aid packages. Work
stud y programs and student loans
"are ways students can help themselves," Wells said. Furthermore ,
Wells noted that students who are not
Continued on Page 2

Find out how
Facebook made
one college dropout a billionaire
on Page 2.

cultivate the proper alliances and to
create the global organizations necessary to further this goal.
However, there is much that must
still be done to reach a standard of
functional international law driven
by U.S. policy. As Albright said.
"To lead globally, we must have
credibility.. People must see that we
live up to the standards we set for
others... To lead , we must also
explain our intentions in ways that
people across the globe can actually understand. " To this end .

Albright explained that there is
often a disparity between what the
United States regards as its proper
authority in a particular conflict ,
and how its actions arc perceived
by the outside world. These gaps
must be closed , she maintained, if
the US is to truly gamer the support of the international community.
"Especially since 9/11 we have
been engaged in a deadly competition. Our version of events and our
Continued on Page 2

To lead globally,
we must have
credibility...
People must see
that we live up
to the standards
we set for others...
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Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright spoke in Lorimer Chapel.

Learn a little more
about next week's
election on Page 5.

Take a seat for
author Zakes Mda
on Page 8.
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Microsoft acquires stake in Facebook

The Cfl/M Echo is 3 weekl) new spaper published h > the students of Colby College on
Fnday of each week the College i- in session
LETTERS
The Echoencourages letters from its readers, especial!* ihi»e within the immediate
community Letters should not exceed 4<K> words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colbj Letters arc due bv Sunda) at midnight tor publication the same week
Letters should be typed and signed ami include an address or phone number The Echo
will not. under am circumstances , print an unsigned letter
Please submit letters in Microsofl Word or lexi formal \ia e-mail at echoucolhvcdu
The Echoreserve-* the right to edit all submissions

By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

EDITORIALS
The Editorials arc the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo
CONTACT US
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)8"2-5430 or e\t 5410 on campus
For questions 3boui advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-5430 . e-mail

echo@colby.edu
207.872.5430
www.colbyecho.com
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news briefs

Students plan philanthropy day
Two siblings are m the process of p lanning a day to recognize an outstanding volunteer in the local community and a volunteer from Mayflower
Hill Bryan '08 and Stefanie ' 1 1 Solar are organizing a committee to review
nominations for outstanding volunteers to be honored in November.
The event ties in w i t h National Philanthropy Day-—Nov. 15—and is the
first of its kind on campus.
"I think its important for people to acknowledge w h a t philanthropy is
and realize that its more than just money. " Stefanie. said.
Stefanie raised o v e r S30k in hig h school for Katrina v i c t i m s in high
school, and she became interested in how philanthropy works When she
came to May f l o w e r H i l l she asked her brother w h y there was no philanthropv dav at Colby, and Bryan told her that it was probabl y because no one
has taken the time to start it With this motivation the pair decided to start a
day to recognize the need for more philanthropic efforts
"Over my last three years here I've heard stories of everything from people starting non profits m South Africa so that kids can have materials to go
to schools to peop le w o r k i n g to make sure that the food shelters m the local
community were full y operational for the holiday season , but it seems like
these peop le 's stones arc onl y heard briefl y and they deserve to be recognized as heroes ." Bryan said.
A fi\e member panel of students and c o m m u n i t y members will decide
this years recipients after taking nominations from the Colby community.
An award w i l l be given Nov 15 to three recipients—a state level , local
level and student l e v e l — a n d all three w i l l talk about what they have done
and w h y they did it
The committee w ill be considering nominations until Nov . 7. and encourages students and c o m m u n i t y members to contact Bryan at
bmsolaracolby.edu w i t h nominations
- Ben Herbst. Editor In Chief

Facebook. com. the popular social networking website, was valued a t SI 5 billi on based of f of a recen t deal .

J

National media outlets reported last
week that Microsoft Corp. purchased
a I 6 percent stake in Facebook Inc.—
the wildly popular social networking
site—for $240 million. The deal
p laces Facebook's value somewhere
near $15 billion.
Beginning in the fall of 2005. students across the country—including
those on May flower Hill—have flocked
to the website that allows individuals to
create their own vvebpages and link up
with other indiv iduals in their network
and elsewhere. Since that time, networks have spread from colleges and
universities to high schools, cities, businesses and their counterparts abroad.
According to the Wall Street
Journal the v a l u a t i o n of Facebook is
based upon the huge potential for ad
revenues on the site. Facebook's
potential is not only based off of its

large number of users, but due to the
fact that it collects information that
advertisers so desperately desire: hobbies , favorite music, age, gender, etc.
This information allows advertisers to
p lace hi ghly focused ads.
The social networking site was
started by Harvard University student
Mark Zuckcrbcrg in February of 2004
for Boston area schools and expanded
to include more of the nation 's colleges and universities the following
year. Since then it has grown to
become one of the top ten hi ghest
viewed web pages, and according to
Tf ie Journal experienced a 129 percent
inciease in visitors over the last year.
Zuckcrberg retains a 20 percent stake
in the company.
Previous to this deal Microsoft was
responsible for selling online ads for
Facebook's U.S. site, and it wilt now
also sell online ads for Facebook sites
outside of the U.S. According to the
New York Times Microsoft and
Facebook will split these revenues.

Yahoo
and
Goog le
were
Microsoft's chief competitors for the
stake. "We were very fortunate to have
a lot of folks interested in a partnershi p with us around advertising,"
Owen Van Natta , chief revenue officer
of Facebook , told the Oct. 25 Times.
Facebook 's chief social networkingcompetitor, MySpace , was purchased
by News Corporation in 2005 for $580
million. While MySpace has more
users, 68.5 million in September 2007
compared to Facebook's 30.6 million
during that same period , Facebook is
growing faster and is more appealing
since users give their real identities.
"MySpace is not based on authentic
identities ," Lee Lorenzcn, a venture
capitalist who 's investments include
some related to Facebook, told The
Times, adding that "Facebook is based
on who you really are and who your
friends reall y arc. That is who marketers really want to reach , not the
'fantasy you * that lives on MySpace
and uses a photo of a model."

Open meeting for reaccredifafion
On Monday Nov 5 at 4 00 p.m a meeting open to members of the
College and s u r r o u n d i n g (.(immunity w i l l be held in the Parker Reed Room
of the Schair-Swcnson-Watson A l u m n i C e n t e r The meeting is being held
during a visit from a team of peer cvaluators as part of the College 's bid for
reaccreditation More information about the process can be found in a feature article on Page 4 The meeting is a chance to voice general comments
or concerns to the team
Also, look for articles discussing results insig hts and possible outcomes
of the (. ollege s self-studies in upcoming issues of the Echo
- Chelsea Eakin, Manag ing Ed itor

According to Robert Shireman
executive director of the Project or
Student Debt as reported in Uu
Times, although colleges promist
sufficient financial aid to subsidizi
students who are unable to pay ihi
rising tuition , "that aid is clearly no
going where it 's needed , because student debt is up by an even greatei
margin than tuition—an 8 percen
increase from 2005-2006 , by oui
accounting." Wells is pleased tha
increased financial support has beer
directed towards student aid and shi
is "hopeful that more of the endow
ment will continue to go to scholar
ships." Although Wells hypothesizet
that some schools with large endow
ments such as Harvard and Yak
"could afford to freeze tuition ," shi
noted that "Colby is not currently oiH
of those schools."

ALBRIGHT: U.S. must show itself as benevolent Lecture receives campus praise amid criticism
superpower , willing to help other states in need
Continued From Page 1
understanding of right or wrong
are being challenged... In some
parts of the world, young people
arc being broug ht up to believe that
w e in the U n i t e d States are the
enemy... Even in Europe and Latin
America, many see our country as
overbearing, u n w i l l i n g to listen , and
eager to promote our interests at
their expense." she said. In order to
fi ght
these
troubling
notions ,
Albright said that our government
must do a better job of explaining
not simpl y what America is against,
but what it is truly for. She noted
that when the U.S. intervenes and
acts in ways not supported by the
international community, as in the

U.S.-lead war in Iraq, America is
inevitabl y "strengthening the hand"
of our enemies, in giving them reasons to doubt our credibility and
good intent. According to Albright ,
in order to combat this notion the
American government must do more
to show itself as a benevolent superpower, willing to share its wealth
w i t h others. The U.S. government
must similarly demonstrate a commitment to the maintenance of a fair and
moral sense of international order. As
A l b r i g ht said , "The world should
know that the best America respects
the rule of law, opposes torture ,
believes in due process, and believes
that everyone, including private
security contractors in Iraq, should
be held
accountable for their
actions."

By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

The Oct. 25 lecture by Madeleine
Albright was widely attended by students, faculty, trustees, and local residents—all of whom had a great deal to
say about the lecture 's content and the
College 's organization of the event.
Randi L. Arsenault '09 said , "Brilliant
and eloquent . Albri ght provided
poignant insights into the complex
issues facing the world today. As a
qualified and knowledgeable veteran
of global a!Van's, this former Secretary
of State possesses a fair and balanced
outlook difficult to find in many public officials, today." Victoria Gonzalez
'10 said , "Colby wa$ really fortunate
to have Madeleine Albright come and
speak to its students... While everyone
was expecting her to be authoritative
in her analysis of the global communi-

ty, we were pleasantly surprised bj
her charm and comedic manner. It wa;
clear by the overflowing chapel anc
classrooms that she was a big hit."
Indeed, as the event was so popular
it became logistically impossible foi
all who were interested in attending tc
fit into the Chapel. Claire Thompsor
'08 noted her dissatisfaction in saying
"The lecture was exceptional... [but
the event could have been bettci
planned as far as accommodating al
students and not merely catering tc
trustees, faculty, and designated students. Although the chapel is aesthcticall y pleasing and provides ar
intimate setting conducive for questions...there may have been bettci
ways to include [everyone]."
Of such criticism, William R
Kenan Jr. Professor of Govemmerr
and Director of the Goldfarb Centei
for
Public
Affairs and
Civit
Engagement L. Sandy Maisel said, "1
like many others, was disappointec
that not everyone who wanted to be ir
the Chapel could be seated there. W<
scheduled the event for the larges:
available venue on campus [because ol
the construction in the gym]. We alsc
arranged for simulcast to Lovejoy—
and we continuously opened roorr

Student Government Association update
A new by law , proposed at the (Jet. 28 Presidents ' Council meeting by
Patnck Boland '09. w i l l make permanent the new finance advisory committee SGA Treasurer Tim W i l l i a m s "08 formed earlier this year both to aid
in r e v i e w i n g club funding requests and to check his allocation powers.
John Clauson "10 proposed that SGA recommend to the Dean of
Students that first-class mail may not be denoted as bulk mail , which the
College may destroy or dispose of at its discretion The motion was in
response to the holding at the Cotter mail room 's front window , and later
discarding, of beer die rules anonymously sent to all members of the class
of 2011 earlier this year The die rules were sent as individual first-class
mailings, not as a mass solicitation.
The third motion, proposed by Boland . recommends that the College
Affairs Committee review the College 's chalking policies, particularly
regarding whether and how students should register where , when and what
they would chalk
Finall y. Boland. Danielle Stillman "10 and Alex Aitoro '10 jointl y recommended that card readers be installed on back entrances of their respective residence halls East Quad. West Quad and Foss. All three sec heavy
use but cannot currentl y be opened from outside
- Kris Miranda. Copy Editor

eli gible for financial aid "can holt
on-campus jobs " and that student:
who do work are "not labeled" as i
result of their jobs.
Although Wells emphasized (hi
effectiveness of financial aid service:
in helping students to pay for school
"sticker price shock is often intirni
dating " to prospective students
Complicating the task of company
financial aid packages . Wells said
"Aid can look different on difieren
campuses. " At the College "we havt
money we give away but student
cannot know whether or not they art
eligible until they apply."

after room as each filled up. I fluid
that Karen Ledger, who managed tru
logistics of this event miraculouslv
and Dave Pinkham , from Metii;
Resources, who kept adding new
venues so that everyone could water
Secretary Albright live, deserve higr
praise for their efforts last Thursday '
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After the lecture, students were afforded the opportunity to ask Albright questions about international policy.

Overall , Maisel said , "In man;
ways, Secretary Albright's Mitchcl
Lecture was the most outstanding
event of its kind that I have witnessec
in my 37 years at Colby."

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

No leads in assault case
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Two weeks after the attempted
.- ,uiIt of an 18-year-old first-year
,tudent near a residence hall . Security
tad no leads on the identity of the
assailant and still operated at a heightened sense of awareness.
Director
of
Security
Pete
Chenevert said that Security has
received a lot of tips on suspicious
activity or people and that his officers
have been checking up those leads
since the Oct. 12 incident. "We've
been checking out a lot of people," he
said. Since the incident all of the suspicious individuals that have been
reported have been checked out and
had legitimate reasons for being here,
usually being a spouse of an employee or a visitor to the campus.
Even though all suspicious people
have been identified , Chenevert
encouraged people to call Security
whenever they felt it was necessary,
"call us, always."
Detective Sergeant John Gould of
the Waterville Police Department said
that at this time there was a "normal
state of vigilance" but that the department was maintaining a close patrol in
ihc area surrounding campus.
•'I would again reiterate that the
most important thing community
members can do with respect to these
concerns is to practice good personal
safety," Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Jim
Terhune said, adding that students
should avoid unlit pathways, not prop
doors and call for safe rides whenever
necessary.
Chenevert explained that since
Mayflower Hill is an open campus,
there are a large number of visitors
daily. "We encourage openness," he
Bid, adding that many local residents
like to visit the campus to see the art
museum or eat lunch by Johnson
Pond , for example.
However, he made the distinction
clear that visitors should not be
attempting to gain access to residence halls. Furthermore, Chenevert
said that when doors to residence
halls are propped it presents a real

problem for Security 's efforts to limit
access to these buildings. "We are
still seeing a lot of propped doors. It
allows anybody access," he said.
Security encouraged students to
call for escorts and safe rides immediately following the attempted assault;
however, Chenevert said they had not
noticed an increase in requests.
Both Chenevert and Gould said
there were no suspects in the case at
this time, and Gould said it was "hard
to say" whether or not any would be
found eventually. While there are no
suspects Chenevert said that Security
and the Waterville Police Department
have a list of suspicious persons to
watch out for on campus.
When asked about how the list was
formed, Gould said that it consisted of
"some people who have had a behavior that would make us take an extra
look at them and some people who
have had a connection with the college in the past." Gouid declined to
comment, but Chenevert did confirm
that this list includes former employees of the College.
Gould said it is "very difficult to
predict," if this could happen again, but
added that "its always something that
is possible and we have to be vigilant."
FURTHER ACTION

The Board of Trustees voted Oct.
27 to begin the first phase of lighting
improvements on campus. When
pedestrian traffic patterns changed
with the opening of the Colby Green
and the Diamond Building on the
other side of Mayflower Hill Drive, it
became clear that some lighting
changes were needed. The lighting is
part of a three-phase plan established
from the results of a survey conducted
last summer.
Terhune said that other options to
enhance campus safety are being considered. "The College is moving forward with plans to add lighting in a
number of locations on campus and
with significant input from students
we are working to identify other steps
that can be taken to further enhance
safety systems (e.g. lighting, emergency phones, etc.) and services (e.g.
the safe ride/escort program) at
Colby," Terhune said.

DEDICATION: Central space for student life on campus made possible by Pulver family contributions
Continued From Page 1
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tional dedication to the project
made the extensive renovation
possible, and presented the famil y with a plaque of photographs^
made to commemorate their
donations and effort.
Finall y, David himself spoke
about the project , explaining his
deep enthusiasm for the finished
product , which he described as a
"place for social events that not
onl y looks great... but works."
He expressed how both he and
his family are incredibly proud
to have been a part of the renovation , and finished his speech!
with a resounding "salute to the
students , for whom this is alt
about."

Chairman of the Board Joe Boulos '68, SPB President Laura Perille '08, and Trustee David Pulver '63 at the dedication.

TRUSTEES: Security recording devices spark debate; $8 million campaign gift also announced
Continued From Page I
and protocols in place the recording
program is worth piloting for 30 days
to determine if it can help improve the
situation."
The plan was then brought to the
College Affairs Committee.
"I don 't think anybody initially
liked this program, but the more we
talked about the reasons for the program, the more people understood that
unfortunately it was the only way to
address some of the concerns and
unfortunate negative interactions
between students and members of the
Security force," Cade, who is also a
member of the CAC, said. "This issue
has been closely examined and discussed extensively in Presidents '
Council and the College Affairs
Committee, as well as with a number
of other student groups and gatherings
of student leaders," Terhune said.
The plan
gained necessary
approval by the CAC on Oct. 15.
Officers will be equipped with recording devices from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1, at
which point the initiative will be
reevaluated. "At this point this is only

going to be a 30 day trial period ,"
Cade said.
As part of his normal report to the
Board's Student Affairs Committee
Terhune briefed them on the new program; the program did not need Board
approval to go forward, only CAC.
According to Executive Assistant to
the President and Secretary of the
Corporation Sall y Baker the plan
sparked a livel y discussion in the SAC.
While Chair of the committee and Vice
Chair of the Board Anne Clarke Wolff
'87 voiced her opposition to the program in the committee meeting, Baker
reported that after consulting with students Wolff said in the full board meeting Saturday that many favored the
program. "Trustees weren 't asked for
approval of this, so there was no official outcome. But when Anne Clarke
Wolff reported out to the full board,
she noted that students are in favor of
the pilot ," Baker said.
"Many students sec this as an
opportunity to have certain frustrations examined by the administration
more accurately than they have been
in the past, and have become more
supportive of the program because of
that ," Cade, who is also a member of

the Board's SAC, said. Cade said
trustees were concerned as to why this
is necessary, but throug h some exp lanation they understood why "this was
perhaps a necessary evil. "
"I am not surprised by the response
from some of the trustees on the
Student Affairs Committee. The questions and concerns they raised mirror
the issues that the on campus community has explored in determining
whether or not to run this month-long
pilot program," Terhune said.
CAMPUS PROJECTS DISCUSSED

The Board approved an initial
phase of li ghting expansion (See discussion in "No leads in assault case, "
on page right) to respond to suggestions made by a recent lighting survey.
The survey was done in li ght of
changes to pedestrian traffic related to
the opening of the Diamond building.
Also , trustees discussed renovations to the Roberts Row residence
halls , and plans for the first renovation—on Perkins Wilson residence
hall—could be voted on in January,
with construction starting next summer. Ultimately all of the Roberts
Row residences will be renovated

and Roberts Union could become a'
residence hall; however, before that
can happen a new social science
building will be built on the Colby
Green.
Among the slate of capital projects
approved were a new crew shell , renovations to Dana Dining Hall , a video
system for the football team and a
robot for in-class and summer
research.
CAMPAIGN UPDATE

The ongoing "Reaching the World:
A Campaign for Colby" capital campai gn has raised $291.6 million of its
ultimate $370 million goal. However,
at the meetings four trustees—
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Joe Boulos '68, Trustee Bill Goldfarb
'68, and Campaign Cabinet co-Chairs
Trustee Larry Pug h '56 and Trustee
Bob Diamond '73—announced a
leadership gift of a combined $8 million. The gift puts the campaign well
on its way to its next goal of $307
million by the end of the fiscal year in
June 2008.
According to Baker, the trustees
and President William D. Adams will
decide how best to allocate the gifts.
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Reaccreditation team to visit next week, self-studies released
By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

This coming Sunday a team of peer
evaluators will visit Mayflower Hill
for four days as part of the College 's
reaccreditation.a process which takes
place every ten years. Accreditation is
a voluntary process that provides public assurance about the educational
quality of an institution
As the
College will almost certainly be reaccredited, the process is an opportunity
to look beyond the basic standards by
conducting self-studies to identify
areas that could benefit from improvement and change The Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education
(CIHE) of the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC) is the regional accreditation
agency that will send eight faculty and
administrators from affiliated institutions to assess the College.
"Unaccredited colleges and universities generally don 't attract top students, aren 't eligible to receive
governments funds for the various
purposes for which we receive them,
and are not usually considered good
debt risks by lenders." Executive
Assistant to the President and
Secretary of the Corporation Sally
Baker said. "There are also missiondriven reasons why accreditation is
important It 's hard to imagine how a
college could thrive unless it peri odically stands back and evaluates itself,
and the accreditation process lends
outside eyes to « our self-evaluation
This is critical to us." The College will
present reports to Ac team, which in

turn will provide feedback following
its visit.
"To go through the process you
start with the mission statement ,"
Director of Institutional Research
Mark Freeman said. "Why do we
exist? What is our purpose?"
According to the College 's mission
statement, the institution strives to
enable students to reach their unique
potential, become critical and imaginative thinkers who are adept at synthesis as well as analysis and become
proficient in writing and speaking
These are just a few of the objectives
that the reaccreditation process aims
to evaluate. Freeman said the process
allows the College to reestablish its
identity and mission, which he noted
can "sometimes get lost amidst other
pressures."
For the past couple of years the
College has been preparing for the
team of eight to visit campus by
reviewing the eleven standards laid
out by the Association, which involves
looking into the institution ' s mission
and purpose , planning and evaluation,
organization and governance, the academic program, faculty, students ,
libraries and information resources,
physical and technological resources ,
financial resources , public disclosure
and integrity.
The administration chose to form
two special-emphasis committees to
look at critical transitions—the transition to Colby and the transition to life
after Colby. Three faculty members
sat on each committee in addition to
several
other
administrators .
Associate Dean of Faculty Martha
Denncy, Freeman and Baker were

arts education , which has allowed
interviews to be conducted with 36
members of the class of 2010 to get
first-hand accounts. Interviews will
continue beyond the reaccreditation
process. The College will compare the
TRANSITION TO COLBY
research with that of the other schools
The group looking at the transition to determine what they share in comto Colby was charged with these ques- mon, what is working and what could
tions from President William D. be changed. "It 's not a scientifically
Adams: "What are the principal intel- designed study in terms of sampling
lectual challenges that first-year stu- methods or question design , but it
dents face in making the transition to should help to get a deeper underColby and its academic expectations standing of the first-year experience at
and programs, and
Colby," Professor of
in what ways should
Economics
and
Chair of the transithe College alter
course
selection,
tion to Colby committee
Michael
academic advising
and the first-year
Donihue told the
curriculum to maxiEcho last fall.
mize
students '
Asked what areas
may be particular
chances of meeting
these challenges in
points of discussion
the most productive
with regard to the
and
successful
self-study, Donihue
ways?" and "What
said writing across
are the principal
the curriculum , capsocial
challenges
stone experiences
that students conwithin majors for
Sally Baker
front in the first
seniors, COOT and
Executive Assistant to the
year,
and
how
President intellectual engageshould the College 's
ment during orientaorientation, residention , the first-year
tial life and student
curriculum, JanPlan
social life programs be altered to cre- and advising effectiveness.
ate the most positive social environTRANSITION FROM COLBY
ment for first-year students?"
The College is in a consortium with
President Adams asked the commitsix other peer colleges that received tee focusing on life after Colby to congrants from the Teagle Foundation , a sider questions such as "How well is
group dedicated to philanthropy and the College preparing its students for
improving student learning in a liberal the productive investigation of educational and professional opportunities
and choices beyond college?" and
"How well is the College's career services operation serving the future
interests and prospects of students ,
her reaccredidation visits, Kassman
paid special attention to items that
and what organizational and programmatic changes might be pursued to
could be brought back to Mayflower
Hill. At Pomona she took great intermake these services more effective?"
est in their new student center and
Data were reviewed from the
was always interested in the different
Higher Education Data Sharing
layouts of the college's residential
(HEDS) survey taken by seniors in
their last month , designed to gauge
life systems.
His experience visiting other
student perceptions of having made
gains in the learning outcomes that are
schools has been particularly helpful
for Adams as he coordinates the
specified in the Colby precepts.
Career Services, JanPlan , internships,
College's bid for reaccreditation. "It
independent study, faculty mentoring
gains you insight into the business,
generally, and you do leam things
and advising were all topics examined
about hosting visits ," he said, adding
by the committee.
Last fall Professor of Chemistry
that the experiences educate administrators what to do and what not to do.
and chair of the life after Colby committee D. Whitney King told the Echo
He said that his experience has
that Adams, in a description of the
shown that the host institution 's selfstudy must be maximally useful to
committee 's focus, wrote that "market
survey research involving prospective
the team. "I've seen self-studies that
students , as well as internal measures
have not been very useful."
The commitec's job is done when
of student satisfaction with various
they present their final report to the
parts of the College 's operations , suggest that Colby 's approach to this critNEASC.
involved with both committees.
"These were sort of catch-all categories for a lot of miscellaneous
things that came up." Freeman said of
the two committees.

It's hard to
imagine how a
college could
thrive unless it
periodically
stands back and
evaluates
itself...

Admin istrators f amiliar w ith pr ocess
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Two members of the College's
administration are quite familiar with
the process surrounding reaccreditation visits, having served on several
teams. Both President William D.
Adams and Special Assistant to the
President for Externa} Halations
Janice Kassman are veterans of multiple reaccreditation teasbs for other
colleges.
Currently Adams is serving as the
- akair of a team evaruatmg Lehigh
,4hwversiryand has previously served
Hfcs (he chair of teams evaluating
¦Connecticut College, Gettysburg
w College and Emerson University.
Kassman has visited Wellesley
College, Smith College, Bard
College and Pomona College (the
most recent of her visits five years
ago), and "thoroughly enjoyed" each

experience She said being a part of a
visiting team is a symbiotic relationship; the team helps the institution
leam how to improve , and each
member is able to take ideas and procedures back to their school.
Before visiting the institution each
member reviews the self-study materials. Once on campus, the team has a
full schedule of meetings and often
members request new meetings if
they have a specific concern.
"These visits are so compressed
and so quick that you have to do
everything you can to maximize the
visit," Adams said of the jam-packed
schedule team members follow when
on a visit. Kassman described her
visits as "fascinating experiences, but
labor intensive."
Adams added that it is a "very formal process, and it needs to be formal." This means that any friendships
or acquaintances have to be ignored.
As the student services expert on
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Dr. Robert Oden Jr.
PRESIDENT.

When the College
was last accredited
Craig Aasc
Ij
CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER.
ten years ago, three
MACALESTER
COLLEGE
self-study
groups
looked into residential life, information
Dr. Alison Byerly
technology services
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
(ITS) and
study
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ,
abroad.
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE
H
In the past decade,
' . j
every residence hall
Dr. Roger C. Crafts Jr.
gjj
'
DEAN OF STUDENT LIFE.
\ :\\
and dining hall on
FRANKLIN W. OLIN
;j
]M
campus has been renCOLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
WtSfaf
ovated, in addition to
the construction of
Dr. Oliver W. Holmes
two new residences—
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY.
Anthony-MitchellWESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Schupf
and
the
H
Alfond Apartments .
"All of this was in
Dr. Kent W. Smith
SENIOR DIRECTOR. INSTITUTIONAL
response to changing
RESEARCH
AND PLANNING.
student needs, which
TRINITY COLLEGE
were popped up in the
self-study,
among
Ms. Merrily E. Taylor
other places and disUNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
cussions," Baker said.
WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY
ITS looked into the
¦
nature of the microcomputer and inforDr. Adele J. Wolfson
I3 £
mation literacy. As a
ASSOCIATE DEAN
i^^^ sL
OF THE COLLEGE,
result of the reassess' =&•*""*-'
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
IySiffi
ment of the microf^P]
computer, the College
decided not to switch
from Macintosh to
Windows, but rather to give people which we focus significant attention. "
both options. As part of its evaluation,
ITS also looked into the possibility of DISCUSSION AND POINTS OF INTEREST
creating an information literacy
In its guide to self-study, CIHE recrequirement. "We quickly backed off ommends that institutions encourage
of having a college-wide information widespread participation in the reacliteracy requirement , because it's too creditation process: "Significant input
nebulous to define," Director of ITS leads to strong commitment which
Ray Phillips said. "It needs to be with- will produce the best results possible
in the context of academic programs Furthermore, a self-study by its very
and majors." Since then , ITS has nature is a complex project which
made an effort to work with individual
requires perspectives from various
departments to provide resources, institutional constituencies. " This
access to software and training.
includes faculty, administration , stuChanges made to the study abroad dents and the surrounding community
program were largely initiatives that The College is holding an open meethad already begun prior to the reac- ing on Monday Nov. 5 from 4:00 to
creditation process. "They had mostly 5:00 p.m. in the Schair-Swensonto do with the evaluation of the quali- Watson Alumni Center.
ty of Colby and non-Colby programs,
Asked about specific points of
the integration of off-campus study interest that are sure to generate disinto students ' majors and the balanc- cussion, Freeman pointed to data on
ing of off-campus study between the grade inflation and data on self-reportfall and spring semesters," Former ed gains from the HEDS survey
Director of Off-Campus Study and Baker pointed to the self-studies of
Associate Dean of Faculty Martha critical transitions, noting that if the
Denney said. "We have been making College found the topics worth exammajor strides in all of these areas in ining, the visiting team may likely
the past ten years, but they arc all still
find them of interest as well.
very much 'works-in progress ' on
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2007 Echo MAINE VOTER GUIDE
by Ellen London , f eatures editor

On November 6. 2007 the State of Maine will hold a ref
tivndumelection. Below is each question that will appear
n the ballot, as prepared by the Secretary of State, fol|wed by a brief outline of proponent and opponent views
f ir each issue.

Question One: Citizen Initiative

contributions?
* Those in favor of a "yes" vote on this question , including the official organization Votc4Mainc, feci that this conservation bond is crucial to protecting Maine 's unique
wildlife and wildlands.
* Those in favor of a "no" vote on this question cite the
same reasons as for Questions Two and Three.

Do you want to allow a Maine tribe to run a harness racQuestion Five: Referendum
ing irack with slot machines and high-stakes beano games
in Washington County?
Do you favor extending term limits for Legislators from
* Those in favor of a "yes" vote on this question , includ- 4 to 6 terms?
* Those in favor of a "yes" vote on this question , including the Passamaquoddy Tribe spearheading the development , feel that it will bring valuable jobs to eastern Maine ing the Maine League of Women Voters, see extended term
limits as a necessary and overdue reform for the Maine
and provide a much-needed boost to its economy.
* Those in favor of a "no" vote on this question, includ- State Legislature. They feel that term limits make the
ing the Christian Civic League of
Legislature less effective; they weakMaine and CasinosNo!, the official
en the Legislature 's role in making
organization against "racino" measound policy decisions on complex
The Echo voter guide is
issues; and their brevity leads to oversures, cite concerns about gambling
meant
to
provide
a
brief
addiction and higher crime rates in
all poor contact with and representaareas surrounding the casinos. They
tion of the people of the State of
outline of issues on the
believe
that
casinos
take
advanalso
ballot. Persons intending Maine.
tage of poor and less-educated mem* Those in favor of a "no" vole on
to vote may want to purbers of the population.
this question, including the organizasue further information.
tion No More Than 4, sec frequent
Question Two: Bond Issue
term limits as a way to continually proDo you favor a bond issue to stimvide the Legislature with fresh ideas.
ulate economic development and job
Shorter terms reduce opportunities for
corruption and encourage citizens to
creation
that
would
provide
$5,000,000 in loans and grant funds and would provide play a larger role in government, reducing the influence of
i^O.OOO .OOO in research, development and commercializa- career politicians. Overall , they feel that shorter terms grant
tion funds for targeted technology sectors, awarded after a citizens greater control over their government.
a'mpetitive process administered by the Maine
Maine Voter Guidelines
Technology Institute, and will leverage at least
$<l).000,000 in other funds?
You can register to vote in Maine if you are:
* Those in favor of a "yes" vote on this question feel that
* A citizen of the United States
making funds available for competitive grants in the tech* An established resident in the municipality where you
nology sector will encourage development and stimulate intend to register and vote
the Maine economy to modernize in order to more effec*At least 17 years of age (you must be 18 years old to vote)
uu-ly participate in national and global markets.
* Those in favor of a "no" vote on this question arc wary
It 's never too late to register to vote in the State of
of bond issues in general, and cite hesitation to provide a Mame. Registrations to vote in Waterville can be made in
lazy Legislature with more funds until it has proven to be person at the Waterville City Hall, located at One Common
more effective with taxpayers' money.
Street and available by phone at (207) 680-4200. On
Election Day, voters can register right at the polling center,
Question Three: Bond Issue
which will be located at the American Legion on 21
Do you favor a $43,500,000 bond issue for interior and College Avenue.
etierior
building
renovations,
improvements and additions at all
campuses of the Maine Community
College System, the Maine Maritime
Academy and the University of
Maine System; to replenish the
School Revolving Renovation Fund
tor school repairs and renovations;
agement, environmental security,
By ELLEN LONDON
and to support capital improvements
human ecology and maritime societies,
FEATURES EDITOR
for cultural and educational assets
marine biology and environmental
such as museums, historical facilities
economics. "It was an incredible expentd libraries?
Senior Emmie Theberge is an rience," she said. Theberge is the first
' Those in favor of a "yes" vote on
islander at heart Having grown up on Colby student to participate in the prothis question cite the abject state of
Orr's Island on Maine's rocky coast,
's
facilities at many of Maine academshe's no stranger to marine plants and
ic centers. They feel that the allocawildlife—which is why she was right at
tion of funds for this bond will
home last spring, when she spent her
provide greater incentives for Maine
semester abroad on the Galapagos
;[jdents and educators to remain
Islands.
teachin g and learning within the
Theberge is a government and enviBate, and sec the bond as an investronmental studies/environmental poliment in Maine's future.
cy double-major, an ideal combination
' Those in favor of a "no" vote on
for the rigorous program she embarked
this cite the same reasons as for
on last spring through the University of
Question Two.
San Francisco. She spent the first
month of the semester in Ecuador,
Question Four Bond Issue
where she studied various biodiversity
Do you favor a $35,500,000 bond
stations in the Amazon rainforest, the
sate to invest in land conservation,
highlands and on the coast. Living gram, but hopes "that more students
»jter access, wildlife habitat, outwith host families, she and other stu- from Colby will become interested and
toor recreation opportunities , includdents on her program became "truly be able to do it."
es hunting and fishing, farmland and
integrated" into the local communities
After returning home from her
Mang waterfront and to invest in
and immersed in their unique cultures. semester abroad for a brief hiatus,
Bate parks, historic sites and riverShe then traveled to the Galapagos Theberge headed back up to
ttont, community and farm infraIslands, where she remained for three Mayflower Hill to spend the first half
structure to be matched by at least
months studying conservation man- of the summer as a research assistant
!-1 .875,000 in private and public
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Members of the Civil Sen 'ice A and B COOT groups stand in front of a historic home on Swan Island in Maine. 3

COOT restores historic island homes!
s

By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

This past August two COOT
groups, Civil Service A and B, combined to work on a project that they
hope will become a COOT tradition.
Over the summer COOT leaders
James Goldring '08, Jennifer
Rutherford '08, Rebecca Kamins '09
and David Helfand *08 worked with
Assistant Director of Community
Outreach and Programming for the
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement Alice Elliot to find
a suitable project on which to work
with two groups of incoming firstyears. Elliot offered the group several
possible projects, including the one
they chose—the opportunity to work
on restoring houses on historic Swan
Island.
Home to an abandoned 18th and
19th century town called Perkins,
Swan Island is now open only seasonally and owned and operated by the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife. Recently added to the
National Register of Historic Places,

the island is maintained by Friends of
Swan Island, a non-profit volunteer
group "dedicated to [helping] preserve
Swan Island' s historic , homestead
treasures" (Friends of Swan Island).
Adding an extra element of historic
celebrity to the project, after arriving
on the island the group determined
that the founder of Perkins may well
have been an ancestor of Helfand.
Currently, the Friends of Swan
Island are working to restore the six
homes that remain on Swan Island as
historic relics and they were happy to
have the added hands of Colby
College Civil Service A and B.
According to Goldring, the project
"was a great introduction to camping
while at the same time giving something back to the community. "
Rutherford echoed these sentiments
stating that the opportunity was
rewarding for both leaders and participants because it allowed them to "get
out into Maine and sec something so
beautiful while contributing something meaningful lo the community."
While the group worked "from the
time [they] amved until they left ,"
they had plenty of time to bond .

Rutherford said. Goldring, who has a—,
special interest in anti que houses,**
elaborated that most of their time was^
spent "scraping, stripping and paint- \
ing the oldest home on the island
which was a saltbox colonial home.'V
Thc group also worked to clean andrestore a bathroom facility in the area. Although it worked hard, the group
enjoyed the fun which characterizes
the Colby orientation program. Water
and paint fights . Big Blue Moon and,
according to Rutherford, many games
of Mafia were also all a part of the
experience for this hard workingbunch. The group was also treated to *
a nature tour of the island "right:,
before sunset ," an experience that ,
Rutherford cites as a favorite memo- .,
ry. Freshman Caroline Lyons got a ,,
taste of nature on the tour when shc/^
ate a grasshopper. After being warned ^
not to "take on a dare that [she]
wouldn 't follow through with ," Lyons ;
was encouraged and ate the insects
which Goldring had caught on the .,
truck. Luckily, however, she was able i
to counter the taste of grasshopper *
with ice cream that the group pur- '
chased in town.
\

Who's Who

Emmie Theberge '08

...Theberge is
helping to
reshape the way
Colby students
think about the
environment on
a local scale...

Newhouse ___

for government professor Lilian; i
Andonova. She was then off again
this time traveling to Australia on z.i
Mellon Grant to work for the :
Environmental Economics Unit tin
the Victorian State Government
Within the Unit, Theberge die I
research on market mechanisms ant I
made suggestions on interface desigrt
to help the government make the
transition to a new system.
Theberge continues to pursue her
passion for environmental issues on
campus as a member of the
Environmental Coalition, the copresident of the Environmental
Studies Club and a student representative for the Environmental
Advisory Group. She also plays
iPlay soccer and is a darkroom
assistant for the art department. On
Monday, Theberge set up a panel
discussion as "an educational
forum" for Colby students and the
community to leam about the controversial Plum Creek Proposal , a
development project to rezone
421 ,000 acres of land around
Mooschead Lake in Maine.

.

Through efforts like these, Theberge
is helping to reshape the way Colby
students think about the environment
on a local scale, supplemented by her
many global perspectives.
For the rest of the school year,
Theberge will continue to work on her
thesis about the effects of transboundary protected areas on intrastate polit-

ical relations. Upon graduating, she ¦
might take the year off to work in a ;
law firm before deciding whether or
not to continue with an education in ¦,
environmental law. Clearly, this
native islander has big ideas for the
environment on a global scale while ¦
being a positive influence on her local •
community.
•
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Master s Programs

Syracuse Unive rsity

Meet faculty, alumni and current master's students.
Discover why the Newhouse Master 's Program is the nation's leader in communications!
Advertising * Arts Journalism
Broadcast Journalism ? Documentary Film & History
Magazine,Newspaper & On-line Journalism
Media Management ? Media Studies
New Med* * Photography * Publ cDi P' omacy
'
Public Relations ? Television, DRadio & Film
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Saturday,November 5
Information Session in New York City
Saturday,November 10
Open House in Syracuse, N.Y.
Friday November 16
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For more information or to reserve a spot, please e-mail us at pcgrad@syr.edu, call us at 315.443.4039 or visit us on-line at http://newhouse.syr.edu
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Opinions

Middle school birth control: saf e or insane?

EDITORIAL

Some real interaction
'Trustee weekend came and went and but for a little hubbub here and there,
no one seemed to know or care," begins an Echo editorial written in 2002.
Five years later, the only difference between this past weekend and the 2002
»
rail trustee weekend is Fall Ball.
Policies and decisions created at each and every board meeting affect campus life, academics and the future of this College. Whether it is choosing
which department will receive more faculty, deciding to build classrooms or
dorm rooms, or shaping the College's image, the impact and weight of these
decisions play into the daily life of students without us even realizing it.
When making these choices, the board welcomes the voices of students in
their deliberations, but there needs to be more interaction between students
and trustees to ensure authenticity in student representation. Those chosen to
represent the student body are mostly picked by the administration, with only
two representatives voted on by the student body. Overall, more direct contact
is clearlv needed between the entire student body and trustees. In order for
this to happen, small groups of trustees and students should meet as part of
the schedule for each trustee. Meetings with this format would give the
trustees a broad sense of student opinion on varying topics, and provide them
with a greater understanding of how student life has changed since they were
students; similarly, each trustee should sit in on one class to further appreciate
how the academic experience at the College has also evolved.
When the College does attempt to bridge the gap, it must make sure the
events logistically work for both sides, and that they arc attractive to all participants. Over the past two years the College has hosted Fall Ball in conjunction with the Fall Board meeting, and this year brought Madeline Albright to
speak on campus the weekend of the trustee visit. In planning these events,
we urge those who can make these changes possible to choose a venue that
can meet the needs of the students , trustees and faculties interested. Also, it
may be a viable solution to allow students of age and trustees to have a cocktail or a glass ofwine at the dance. Perhaps then we can have some meaningful interaction, mstead of just being in the same field house listening to the
same band, or watching the same speaker (whether it be from the front row in
the chapel or Lovejoy 100).
In order for any of this to work it is going to take more man just putting
both groups in the same room. Students must be a driving force and take full
advantage of opportunities to meet and converse with trustees. If we cannot
show our appreciation and interest by coming to an event like that, we are not
domg a good job of indicatingour desire to have more input
The bottom line is that this type of interaction is crucial and at the same
time basic. The actions of the board and comments by individual trustees
make it clear that they deeply care about this college and the opinions of current students. The willingness of the board to listen to students and make decisions accordingly has been demonstrated in recent events. Last year the
investments committee took action on student concerns over endowment
investments related to Darfiir. and developed an aggressive plan to avoid
them for example. There is interest from both parties in increasing interaction,
however, in order for this to happen it requires facilitation by the College.

SPECIALS

JUb

Intensitea Variety 12-pack
Was $12.99
Now $9.99
Bacardi Watermelon
Was $7.49/6-pack
Now $4.99/6-pack
Smirnoff Source 16 oz. 4 packs
Was $8.59
Now $3.99
OR 22.99/oue

Open Sun -Wed. until 9 p.m.Thurs .
unti l 10 p.m.. Fri. & Sat. until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

S
JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

By JEN COX

OPINIONS EDITOR

The pretcen years are splintered
with awkward additions to our bodies: braces, body odor, bras and birth
control. OK. most girls probably
aren 't introduced to the protection
pills until after ihey have entered
high school, but it has recently
become an option to acquire pills and
patches as early as 6th grade at
Portland' s King Middle School. The
school, with has an onsite health center; is the first middle school in
Maine to make a full range of contraception available. Though the students need parental permission to
access the health center, they do not
need parental consent to begin taking
the pills. Though health officials
claim that the introduction of birth
control does not influence or encourage students to have sex. the decision
to institute this policy has drawn fire
from every angle imaginable.
Institutions and parents across the
country are exploding with rage and
concern and questioning the legality
and the morality of the decision.
Admittedly, it is an uncomfortable
idea that girls as young as 11 years old
would need to be on birth control
pills. At that age, they are in the midst

of an unbelievably devastating emotional and physical transformation. It
is almost impossible for them to fully
grasp the nature of the changes they 're
going through, if only because they
arc so foreign and unpredictable.
Sexual relationships are complicated,
nsky. and potentially can be emotionally scarring. Still , the introduction of
this policy was not made in a vacuum.
In the past four years, 17 pregnancies
were reported to Portland's middle
school nurses. This
does not include
miscarriages
or
abortions
that
remained unreported. Almost four percent of students
identified
themselves to the health
center as being sexually active last
year. The officials at
King Middle School
did not begin this
program to be progressive but to deal
with an existing
problem within the community.
Is this the ideal situation? Of
course it 's not. It 's very hard to
believe that any parents would be
happy to learn that their 6th grader
was engaging in sexual activity. The
confidentiality of the distribution of
the pills between the nurses and the
students is one of the greatest concerns of the parents. Should their
child be able to begin this treatment
behind their backs? In a perfect

world , pre-teens would tell their parents everything and there would be an
open dialogue about the decisions
they were making. Unfortunately, this
is not the reality and never will be. It
is evident from the number of pregnancies that kids arc having sex—in
some cases unsafe sex—and their parents have no idea. It may seem to violate parents ' rights to have birth
control administered quietly and
independent of their wishes, but any
sort of involvement
of consent would
strongly discourage
young girls from
getting the help that
they need. The real
concern should be
the safety of the students , even if the
illusion that parents
know
everything
that goes on in their
's
children
lives is
killed in the process.
Whether it 's a
comfortable idea or
not , it is evident
from the statistics that these young
students are making the decision to
have sexual intercourse. It seems to
me that the choice to lake birth control pales next to this. This is what
parents should truly be concerned
about. It is the trend , not the treatment , that should be the most important concern and catalyst in acrid
debate and discussion. I am hopeful
that this will open dialogue between
families. It will pressure parents into

It is the trend,
not the treatment, that should
be the most
important concern and catalyst
in acrid debate
and discussion.

discussing the pros and cons of birth
control , the risks of medication and
the consequences of their actions
Maybe it will make parents more
conscious of their children 's lives
I'm sure, in many cases , it will noi
There will always be students who
do not have parents they can talk tc
or turn to for help in many situations
The health center and nurses have to
be that outlet. As with anything, the
best a parent can do is to educate and
stay involved with their child
Middle-schoolers are thinking and
active people. If they are taught and
raised to make good choices , there is
a good chance that they will.
I am impressed that even after i
national uprising, the King Middle
School is holding fast to its decision. On one level it is unfortunate
that it had to receive such harsh criticism , but I think the controversy b
sparking a debate that needs to be
had. It puts the spotli ght on an issue
that has been present but unexamined. If the school finds positive
results in the upcoming years oi
proves to be a disaster in some way,
I hope it shares its data with the resi
of the nation. Adolescence can be.
confusing and scary time. These
young girls need guidance and crave
somewhere to turn. I don 't believe
the support of the health centei
undermines the support they should
be receiving from home. This is a
team effort to promote safety and
health , and to stifle and condemn
this progress is to pull the blindfold
back over our eyes.

Seeking sense in the Series: some sports ramblings
can all be reassured that said universe
will not collapse in on itself as a result.
No. I' m not a closet Yankees fan or
anything. I' ve never really understood
the intensity of fandom for any major
sports franchise , the identification that
leads a loyalist to use the pronoun
KRIS
MIRANDA
By
"we" when speaking of his favored
COPY EDITOR
team. It 's certainly not that I don 't like
sports. Well, OK, yeah, I find baseball
Al the risk of losing friends, boring (though to its credit it seems
appendages, my employment under the more likely than other sports to reward
Philosophy Department chair and the perseverance over momentum), but
trust of my section editor that my arti- sports in general I'm cool with.
"It 's like watching excellence," a
cles are generally worth reading, 1 confess that as of this writing (Oct. 27, top friend once said. It really is. The staof the fourth, 6-0 Red Sox) I'm rooting mina of Lance Armstrong, the grace
(probably in vain) for the Rockies, if of Sasha Cohen , the power of Chuck
only because many BoSox fans seem to Liddcll—it 's all extraordinary. This is
have grossly overestimated the impor- why I don 't have much of a problem ,
tance of "their" team in the grand beyond my pre-existing bemusement
scheme of the universe. Part of me concerning sports team idolatry, with
would like to see the Sox lose just so we bandwagoning: why wouldn 't you be
interested in following the exploits
CORRECTION
of a team that 's parIn the Oct. 12 issue of the Echo we reported that
ticularly impresColby alumni won both the women's and men's division
sive, in watching
of the Maine Marathon. Dan Vassallo '07 won the men 's
the most eminent
title with a time of 2 hours. 26 minutes, 54 seconds durpractitioners of a
ing his first-ever marathon. Stephanie Crawford '99
craft at work?
won for the women with a time of 3:01:16.
And maybe it 's
why I often prefer
However, we recently learned thai a competitor of
individual sports to
team sports (which
Vassalo's, and a six-time winner of the marathon, is also
a graduateof the College. Byrne Decker '89 of Yarmouth,
you may
have
Maine won the marathon in 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000,
picked up on, given
2001 and 2006. This year he finished third with a time of
my choice of ath2:35:56. Until Vassalo broke it this year. Decker held the
letes). The particular physical gifts
record for the Maine Marathon at a time of 2:30:25.
and skills of a sin-

gle fighter or figure skater or cyclist
are easier to appreciate, I think (or at
least easier to notice), than the synergy of a well-oiled team, and they
stand out a little more, too. Also,
accusations of bandwagoning seem
rarer. An Olympian is often admired
the world over, no matter where she's
from , and no one thinks anything of it.
(Holy crap, when did the score
become 6-5?)

...I assume the
Red Sox will
have won the
Series, and we
won't know if
they are or
aren't responsible for holding
the universe
together...
So no, I'm not one of those people
who will rail against sports franchises
themselves, or who will accuse sports'
focus on competitiveness and dominance of being the source of myriad
woes in our society. To admire the
prowess of great athletes, to be captivated when they clash, strikes me as
natural. But to take pride in their
achievements as if they are in some
sense yours? To take their failures per-

Students on the Street
What are you dressing up as f or Halloween?

sonally? It doesn 't make sense to me
Athletes can make good role models
for kids, but why shouldn 't a kid from
Boston be able to hero-worship a
Yankee? Another reason, maybe, that
I prefer individual sports: one's base
of operations seems to matter little
beyond how good the training facilities and resources are.
Maybe I' m just missing something, being the resident guy-withno-hometown. I do find this all
confusing, but on the other hand i
don 't really want to say that those
moments of pan-Iraqi solidarity
when their soccer team was ascendant were silly or misguided. And
even though sound carries down the
East Quad hallways pretty well, I' m
more likely to smile than to get
cranky if I hear triumphant cries
erupt from the first-years watching
games in the lounge when I'm wnting a paper or trying to sleep. I'm not
sure why, but I really don 't mind it
(Jesus—9 to 5?)
You may have realized how long
it 's taken me to write this. One reason
is that I do find myself stumped. This
obsession with the World Series
strikes me as unwarranted, but I guess
it 's harmless. Besides, a few minutes
ago the Rockies lost. By the time you
read this I assume the Red Sox will
have won the Series, and we won 't
know if they are or aren't responsible
for holding the universe together, and
though I stand by everything I' ve said
above, I'll be content for everything to
just go back to normal.
Until the Superbowl. anyway.

THE CURSE OF
AILING ANIMALS AND
PERISHING PETS

Debate substance, not haircuts Colbert 's run: real or fun?

By PATRICK BOLAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

As pets are nearly universal
among
a
cross-section
of
Americans of almost any persuasion , the following will be at least
famituu to many of my readers.
Well , maybe somewhat familiar:
things always seem a little extreme
in Bassett 's orbit. Even weird.
Beginning with a dead pigeon on
my front porch recently. Not ruffled
and feather-mussed. Looked as if it
might be readily stuffed on the spot.
My friend Mills pointed it out, and I
carted it off into the woods later, hoping that some woodland denizen
would have a pleasant squab lunch.
I recounted the pigeon story to
my Alaska-based daughter when
ihc called. "Oh, Dad , it 's another
instance of the Bassett curse with
animals. You've had trouble with
pets for decades." Then she giggled.
Excessively, I thought , my image as
i sure hand with beasts called into
question.
The Bassetts didn 't have pets until
a Colby Commencement in the early
seventies. When my wife, Carol, and
I came home the babysitter had convinced the children that a tiny black
kitten should be ours. My mother had
always hated cats, so I was genetical-

My son took
him to the vet
in a shovel.
I> unprepared for a cat/pet. Carol had
always owned cats, so Inky became a
part of the Bassett family.
And we had him for 13 years. He
earned on an open affair with my
•*ife, always curled against her on the
couch. Very occasionally he'd sit with
the kids and me, just often enough
that I didn 't want him neutered. A guy
thing. But he'd come home reallytorn
up, one ear dangling, after a night on
the town. Finally Carol made me take
Inky in for the operation , after which
he was a puff-ball. Even I was sad
«hen I had to take him, sick and miserable, in to be "put down."
During Inky's tenure as top pet at
the Bassetts, we also had bunnies,
"ho bred so often that we had to
spend hours driving around to pet
stores and other bunny venues trying
w get rid of the cute little things. Hey,
no one wants bunnies except at
Easter, but we had 'em, tots of 'cm.
Finally Carol figured out how to put a
screen between Papa and Mama rabbit , who eventually died of old age.
Then there was Muffet, a nondesenpt dog whom my son brought
home to keep her from being put
down by a friend's family.
Absolutel y worthless dog who—
when spoken to sharply—turned in
"ght little circles and wee-weed on
the floor. We finally gave Mufifet to
Mrs . Briggs across the street, who
"ever spoke sharply to the hapless
mongrel.
Worst was the fate of a tiny, fullof-fi ght black kitten that Carol
brought home from the shelter after
Ink y 's death. He crawled up on top
°f the radiator under the hood of
Carol' s car, and she went out to go to
the grocery store. Don 't even guess
ft hat happened to this poor cat and
'he fan. My son took him to the vet 's
to a shovel.
Finally there was the Alaska
daughter 's cat, an unfriendly and
skittish little number named Daisy,
tt ho outlasted everyone except me at
our Martin Ave. house. I finally lent
wr to several Colby girls who were
tenting a faculty friend's house;
someone petted the little lump nonstop 18 hours a day. But come spring,
their neighbor's cat chased Daisy
'"to the woods, never to be seen
again. The girls were guilty as hell,
but I loved not having a litter box.

It is a sad day in the United States
when we focus on the things that don 't
matter, instead of the substance of a
candidate. John Edwards, one of the
Democratic candidates, has been
repeatedly maligned for his big house,
his fancy haircut ($400) and his supposed lack of caring about the poor.
Let's settle this right now—it doesn't
matter. There is not a top-tier candidate
for the nomination that is not wealthy,
does not have some element of
hypocrisy, or has no negatives. That
candidate does not exist. All of the toptier candidates have design flaws, and
if you don't think so, you might be too
in love with your candidate to see them
(1 am looking at you Obama supporters). Once we have gotten past the
design flaws , what is left? The message and substance of a candidate.
Here is my case for John Edwards.
John Edwards was the son of a mill
worker and worked his way up through
poverty to be a successful lawyer who
triumphed where many had failed
before him, representing ordinary people against big companies. With that
wealth, he took his case to the United
States Senate, defeating a strong
Republican candidate in a Southern
state. Here is an excerpt from his stump
speech: "[Under George Bush, there is]
one America that does the work, another that reaps the reward; One America
that pays the taxes, another America
that gets the tax breaks; One America—
middle-class America—whose needs
Washington has long forgotten, another
America —narrow-interest America—
whose every wish is Washington's command; One America that is struggling to
get by, another America that can buy

anything it wants, even a Congress and
a president."
This election cycle, John Edwards
has become an even stronger advocate
for the poor and disenfranchised. He
has never taken a cent from lobbyists,
unlike Obama and Clinton. He has
been the only advocate for the poor to
come out with a strategy for dealing
with it , rather than just saying it is—for
lack of a better term—a bad thing. He
was the first to introduce a truly universal health care plan (unlike other candidates) for Americans, and has plans to
eliminate poverty by 2036. While that
may not be possible, as past Presidents
have determined, his plan is going to
help millions of people. It includes
reforming the measurements of what
p nvrwty means (including taxes, health
care, child care and transportation),
increasing the minimum wage, creating a million jobs to train the poor,
reforming labor union laws, adding
more housing vouchers, expanding
preschool programs, creating technical
schools for high school drop outs and
increasing federal scholarship programs to colleges. No other
Presidential candidate has plans for
dealing with poverty that arc even half
as comprehensive as John Edwards '.
Not only is John Edwards the best
candidate in terms of poverty, but the
League of Conservation Voters has
called his plans for dealing with global
climate change as the "most comprehensive... plan of any presidential candidate to date." My point ultimately is
that John Edwards has a plan for dealing with almost every big issue and
was the first to come out with those
plans—some other candidates liked
them so much that they basically
copied them. He has plans to get out of
Iraq, provide universal health care,
deal with Uganda and Darfur, conduct
the war on terror, engage Iran in direct
debate and rebuild America 's tarnished image both home and abroad.
John Edwards is the best candidate
for President of the United States. His
plans are the most comprehensive .

the best thought out and most logical.
He is the only candidate proven to be
able to win in the South as a democrat
and connect with people , both rich
and poor. When he was chosen in
2004 as John Kerry 's running mate,
he brought a fiery passion for change
that was absent in the campaign without him—some might say that he
wanted lo win more than John Kerry.
But John Edwards is running for
President , not to win or to get power,
but rather to influence change in this
nation , and in the world. Give him
that chance—volunteer , vote and
hope for a real change.
This article is in no way affiliated
with John Edwardsfor President.

PEOPLE SKILLS

By BRIDGET ELY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you've ever seen the movie Man of
the Year starring Robin Williams, you
must have thought to yourself at least
once, "I wish someone would do something like that." Look no further than
Steven Colbert, nominee for president.
Yes, Colbert is running for president ,
on both sides of the
ticket and only in
South Carolina (so
his chances of winning arc slim). 1 have
to admit that 1
thought it was a joke

when 1 watched the announcement and
I laughed along with everyone else in
the room. However, when I realized he
was actually serious (or at least semiserious), 1 surprised myself by thinking
that his run was a good idea. He might
not be taking it seriously and he will
make a mockery of the electoral process
but reall y is it not ridiculous alread y?
Colbert 's run is just preempting the
decline into ridiculousness that the election always becomes.
Just so we are all
clear, he 's not going
to win. However, his
campaign is going to
create a lot of trouble
for the Democratic
candidates
whose
messages are being overrun. The first
poll to include him. Public Opinion
Strategies, polled him at 2.3 percent of
the vote in the Democratic race. That
puts him ahead of Bill Richardson, and
behind Joe Biden. Even for the frontrunners, Colbert 's campaign presents a
problem. South Carolina is one of the
key primary states, and in a tight election every vote matters. Colbert might
receive all of the votes from his television audience as well as the votes from
people who desire to make a quiet
protest, which would create trouble on
both sides of the ticket. OK, even with
saying that, he's not going to win.
Colbert is mocking the electoral
system by showing that anyone can
really run to be president but it is
arguable that we knew that already. He
is showing people that there are serious
flaws in this system, the biggest being
that it doesn 't connect with a growing
body of voters. The process has
become so polarized that voters seem
to think you must vote for one of two
extremes. If students like us decided to
vote for someone like Colbert, just for
fun, there would be serious trouble.
Colbert is running, which is funny, but
he is mocking a system that arguably
creates a mockery of itself every time
we have an election.

That puts him
ahead of BUI
Richardson and
behind Joe Biden.
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Arts & Entertainment
this week

Tranquil tunes of Symphony Orchestra cut through rainstorm
By CHRISTINA EVRMADES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31
. Annual Bassett and Boylan
Halloween Reading
7:00 p.m.
Lonmer Chapel
THURSDAY, NOV. 1
. Noontime Art Talks:
OfT the Wall
12:30 a.m.
Art Museum
• BHK Performance
8:00 pjn.
Page Commons
• Handbell Choir
9:00 pjn.
Heights Community Room
FRIDAY, NOV. 2
• Student Craft Falr
8:00 a.m.
CoderUnkavLowerfoonm Scace
• BMR Performance
8:00 p.m.
Page Commons

Here-s What 's Playing Fri.
Nov. 2. 19 through Thurs. Nov.
8:

LUST. CAUTION
NC-17 Nightly at 4:40 and 7 45:
also Sat. and Sun. at 1:30

DARJEELING LIMITED
R Nightly at 4:50 . 7:00 and
9:05; also Sat and Sun . at 12:30
and 2:40
INTO THE WILD
R Nightly at 5:00 p.m. and
7:55; also Sat . and Sun. at 2:00

Please
recycle
this
Echo!

Not even the torrents of rain and dark
thunderclouds could detract from the
remarkable concert put on by the Colby
Orchestra this past Saturda> evening. In
Lonmer Chapel, a few tierce and dedicated souls found warmth and shelter m
the enchanting performance, In a space
crowded with umbrellas and raincoats,
the chill from the storm was quickl y
forgotten as the orchestra began the bittersweet serenade of Claude Debussy's
"Prelude a I'Apres-midi d' un Faune "
(The Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun), a musical embodiment of the
poem by Stephane Mallarme. With the
poem as accompaniment, the melody
painted a vivid spring scene only rivaled
b> the thought of Colby in May. The
alluring conversation between violins
and the brass perfectly conveyed the
softness of a dream and the sullenness of
awaking alone portrayed in the poem.
"Prelude a I'Apres-midi d' un
Faune " was beautifull y followed by
the first movement of Emmanuel
Chabric 's "Suite Pastorale." creating
an even more tranquil and cheerful
atmosphere inside the Chapel walls.
The dizzying second movement was a
quick reminder of the exciting spontaneity of reality. The light and melodic third movement. "Sous Bois,"

The music of the Colby Symphony Orchestra created a serene atmosphere which distracted f rom the torrential downpour sweeping the campus.
echoed birds and spring as all orchestral sections conversed with each
other. A perfect interlude into intermission was the unexpectedl y vivacious
"Scherzo-Valsc" fourth movemen. Its
bursting oomph, speed and beguiling
air left all craving more; even the animated and enthusiastic musicians
danced as the notes dashed around
Lorimer, all enraptured in its aweinspiring form and mood to say goodbye to the holiday-csquc pastorale.
Intermission passed quickl y in

Mda performs reading of latest novel , Cion
By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

By the time I arrived in the
Robinson room on Tuesday Oct. 9,
every seat and floor space had
already been occupied by a student ,
professor, teacher or librarian; thus I
was forced to assume a spot atop a
table directl y across from that
week' s Visiting Writer, Zakes Mda.
Mda is the latest published writer to
come to give a reading for the
Department 's
Creative Writing
Visiting Writers Series. From this
sight it was clear that his personal
and
written
accomplishments
demanded an audience.
Mda. a South African novelist ,
poet, playwright and beekeeper, officiall y became a published writer in
1977 when he was featured in New
South African Writing: a Selection of
Previously Unpublished Work from
Southern Africa. He was born in
Herschei , South Africa , where he
gained much of his inspiration for
wnting literary works grounded in the
trials and tribulations of life there.
Althoug h renowned as a South
African writer . Mda now lives in
Athens, Ohio , where he teaches creative writing at Ohio University. Mda
has won multiple accolades for these

including
the
2001
works,
Commonwealth Writers Prize for The
Heart of Redness , the Amste l
Playwright of the Year Award for The
Hill and the M-Nct Book Prize for
Ways of Dying. The laner is the prequel to Mda 's latest novel , Cion.
which was featured al his reading.
Associate Professor of English
and Creative Writing Michael Burke
welcomed Mda with an introduction
that was threaded with appreciation
for the writer. Burke called Ways of
Dying one of the foremost "canonical works of fiction in the new South
Africa" and went on to name the
above mentioned awards that Mda
has won.
Mda began with an insight into his
writing. "We arc always told 'write
what you know, " and what I know is
South Africa." Although Cion takes
place in Ohio , its protagonist Toloki ,
also featured in Ways of Dying, hails
from South Africa where he pursued
the profession of mourning. From
the outset of Cion, Toloki appears
disillusioned by the deaths he has
seen in South Africa and the untruthful accounts of the causes of those
deaths. Toloki travels to Ohio where
he is inducted into the Quigley family, a WIN (White , Indian , Negro)
family. Mda went on to explain that
he was inspired by the WIN people ,
who live in Kilvert , Ohio , and the
creation of their interculture. "I was
struck by their tradition of quilt making," Mda explained. Much of Cion
revolves around the quilt making of
matriarch Ruth Quigley and her
daughter, Oprah Qui gley. Mda mentioned that some of the ancestors of
the WIN people were slaves who
used quilt patterns to escape the
plantations
and
find
the
Underground Railroad. "I use quilts
as a portal to the past ," Mda went on.
One of the many unique aspects of
Cion is that the narrative switches
between Toloki' s modem day life
with the Qui gleys and the 1840s, a
time in which some of the Qui gleys
ancestors were enslaved , while others were running the plantation. "We
go to the past...we go to the 1840s to
meet the ancestors of [the
Quigleys]."
Mda gave two powerful readings
of his text: one from the modem day
(2004) section of the novel , and one
from the 1840s section. Mda maintained a strong, commanding voice,
but was also receptive to questions
from the audience His dedication to
his writings and his vision was apparent throughout the evening. Cion is an
interesting read which I would recommend to anyone who wants a intellectuall y-stimulating break from his
usual textbooks Anyone who is
intrigued by writing or loves books
should definitely keep an eye out for
the next writer in the Scries; you
won 't be disappointed.

eager anticipation of the two chestnuts
we awaited, yet our tummies grumbled
for some scrumptious snacks or warm
tea to detract from the ominous weather looming outside Lorimer.
Johann Brahm 's 1873 piece
"Variations on a Theme" by Joseph
Haydn was dubbed "a wannabe chestnut " by conductor and associate professor of music Jonathan Hallstrom in
his introductions that squally ni ght.
Each variation had a unique character
and color of its own. The audience

grew exceptionally quiet for the magnificent Finale, which crept into every
crevice of the chapel with its impressive magnitude as the feeling of transcendence ensnared all.
As if the conductor sensed the audience ' apprehension of reentering the
storm, the last piece immediately captivated the audience with the lighthearted yet powerful and energetic
"Slavonic Dances" by the Czech composer Antonin Dvorak. And from the
smile on her face, Emily Parker "08

FR.E PHOfl

(first violinist) seemed to be enjoyiaj
the pieces just as much as the audi
ence. The overtly nationalistic piece b
one of Dvorak' s best-known compos*
tions with its melodious force am
impressive technical demands. Overall
the concert provided a serene am
cheerful escape from the chaotic
weather outdoors. From the first note
until the last , the orchestra played i
brilliant concert full of a contagiouvitality that was easily communicate
to every individual in attendance

Naftali Avari returns to Coffehouse

C0UR7ESV OF HOLLY ANDERStN

Student band Naftali Avari, performing during its reunion concert this past Saturday evening.

Museum 's free lunch raises questions
By JENNY DEAN
STAFF WRITER

Though the term "free lunch" often
appears as an idiom , it occasionall y is
what it proposes to be. This was the
case Thursday afternoon, preceding a
short lecture in the Colby College
Museum of Art. Tasty comestibles
heralded one in a series of talks open
to young and old on Bixler art
exhibits. The lecture concerned
works recently purchased and
installed at the College with the support of the Alex Katz Foundation.
Colb y 's acquisition included a wide
array of contemporary art: media
ranged from papier-mache to acry lic
on metal , and were rendered to various degrees of abstraction. Carolyn
Muzzy Director and Chief Curator of
the Colby Museum of Art Sharon
Corwin, who was instrumental in
selecting the pieces that made up the
gift , directed the noontime lecture.
The impeccably appareled Corwin
approached her lecture with a dynamic, conversational style , discussing a
number of pieces in the gallery with
the well-nourished crowd.
Happil y, there was a fair amount to
discuss. Upon entering the Museum it
became clear to everyone that a certain
elderly gentleman was watching. This
man, whose noggin adorns the wall

opposite the museum 's entrance ,
turned out to be a self portrait of contemporary artist Chuck Close; his
enormous head is, wc learned , more
complex than it would seem. The
piece is a tapestry, woven in Europe to
the specifications of a di gital image
that was in turn Close's personal
daguerreotype. Daguerreotypes were
early photos, printed on small glass
frames , and not easily reproduced
until modem times. Though Close's
original daguerreotype was a very
small object, between the arts of modem computer science and the ancient
one of weaving. Close has produced
this large hybrid piece. Intricacy in the
woven image and the intensity of the
man 's gaze inspire a certain awe, and
certainly raised a number of questions
among the crowd that day.
Another painting that met with discussion was Jennifer Bartlett's
"Republic of Congo." Bartlett, like
Close, took an often-small thing, a
map, and blew it to wall-sized proportions , separating the country from the
context of its continent. Yet another
layer of de-contextualization was the
gap between the map and reality, which
is naturally much larger and more complicated than either the map or the
painting. In its first show, "Republic of
Congo" was displayed in a group of
paintings of countries in Africa , ren-

dered in the manner of Colby 's specimen. Admittedly, without its fellow
paintings, "Republic" resembles a low
puzzle piece amidst other toys. Bui
rather than detracting from the painting 's si gnificance , the new setting
merely complicates the viewer 's perspective in a different way.
Yet another work considered in tlic:
lecture was an abstract painting h>
Adolf Gottlieb. We were told that the
painting, produced in 1950 and one 0l
the oldest in this collection , depict
odd images of a dream-like state.
Unlike the latter, most of the oihci
pieces donated by the Kali
Foundation represented artists still living, like that of Elisabeth Murray, and
her rather daunting "Cracked
Question." This mounted, molded
canvas of impressive proporti on'
clung to the wall , peering at visitors #
they descended the stairs to the Lowei
Jetty of the Art Museum. The monu
mental piece 's dark sinews and sharf
edges resembled at once a question'
mark and a shoe-print. The figuK
posed various questions—all , perhaps
unanswerable. And though uncharacteristic of much of the exhibit in it!
rather dark, ominous tone , Murra> I
piece did seem to share in a collects
message of the gallery. Like many 0
the pieces, it offered the thoug httu
spectator a chance to think.

f he DarjeelingLimited Soundtracklacks vitality
By JAMIE POSTER
STAFF WRITER

ftfes Anderson, known for his flights lastc and eye for detail , has coljoratcd on music supervision with
mdalI Poster for every film he 's
KCted. While Anderson and Poster
i\ large roles in music selection , for
jtjnal scores there 's only been one
that
they
trust—Mark
m
others baugh. Molhcrsbaug h's origii) scores have been a secret to the
Kjn of Anderson 's films. The "Peng
land Lightening Strike Rescue Op"
im The Life Aquatic was perhaps the
-jk of Mothcrsbaugh's compositionskills . How can you not want to sing
pne with it? The Life Aquatic also
pitghl Scu Jorge to the forefront of
i alternative pop-culture with his
ni;cr-songwritcr style covers of clas[ David Bowie: "Life On Mars?,"
tebel Rebel ," "Rock 'N Roll
pride." But perhaps The Royal
¦niihiiurns was the peak of
nJcrson/Poster 's fine taste including
jjo. The Velvet Underground , Nick
nke, John Lennon, and "Wigwam"
[}nb Dylan. I mean, that is a great
mvdtrftck. So there 's this build up,
J there 's expectation.
Anderson and Poster have gone in a

different direction with this soundtrack , which is refreshing, surprising
and slightly disappointing. Their ear
for really solid music is still there. The
Kinks have three songs on this album:
"Strangers," "This Time Tomorrow,"
and "Powcrman." When people think
of The Kinks, songs like "Lola" and
"You Really Got Me" come to mind.
But , these three
songs off of
1970's Lota versus
Powermanand the
Money-Go-Round are overlooked gems.
Rich, fulfilling, and strangely nostalgic.
Only one team would remind us of these
almost perfect songs that we had nearly
forgotten, and thank God they did. The
same effect is created by the song "Where
Do You Go To (My Lovely)" by Peter
Sarstedt. Sarstedt, bom in Delhi, reached
the #1 spot in Britain in 1969 with the
song that Anderson himself chooses. The
Kinks and the Sarstedt are classic
Anderson picks that create further proof
of Anderson's impeccable taste.
There are two classical compositions by Debussy and Beethoven. A
short piece from Beethoven 's "7th
Syphony in A," "Allegro con brio" is
oddly sandwiched between a song by
Udaipur Convent School Nuns and
Students and "Play With Fire" by The
Rolling Stones. The version of "Clair

dc Lune " from Debussy 's "Suite peop le 's movies , but as Anderson
Bcrgamasque" is performed by Alexis said , "I do not know much about
Wcissenberg. His technique and speed Indian music , but I love the soundarc impeccable , out trie elegance
and sensuality of "Clair dc Lune"
is lacking in this recording. It is a
beautiful song, yet strange version to include in the film. Wes
Anderson is typically more daring
than
this
song, however, as "Clair
de Lune" has
been part of over a dozen notable
mega-hit films including Casino
Royate and Ocean s' Eleven.
The rest of the soundtrack ,
however, especially as an album
Various
in its own right, feels a bit disThe Darjeeling Limited Soudtrack
jointed and random. Instead of
Abkco
Mothcrsbaugh's original compositions , there are short, playful
songs that arouse images of India , tracks to Satyajit Ray 's and James
like the title music from five Satyajit Ivory 's movies... I am very happy
Ray films. Ray is a prolific Bengali to have been allowed to use the
director , who also composed the music from these films , which cast
music for his own films. These songs such a spell over me, and I hope it
have not been restored and they stay will do the same for you in this
between around :45 to 1:30. Each new context. " While I have not
song sounds distinctl y Indian , but seen the film , in the new context of
lacks the complexity and ornamenta- a soundtrack album it feels as
tion one might assume of Indian thoug h it is lacking something that
music . It seems odd that a director every other Anderson soundtrack
would use the title themes from other has so uniquel y captured.

MUSIC REVIEW

iobriety test: walking the line of beers at the pub
By DOUG ROOKE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It was Saturday night , rain was
minding anyone who ventured outors, and the only thing standing
wrtn us and happiness was a line
beet taps in the Marchese Blue
jhl Pub. Doug "I'm just a big dumb
ml" Rooke '08, Isaac "I have a
nt on my face" Needcll '08 and
:.- My voice is ten octaves too low
m body" Lifton '08 sidled up to
b.ir. positioning themselves in
it ol the beer dispenser. Making
¦way from left to right through the
iilable brews—Guinness , Bud
Jii. Shi pyard Pumpkinhead , Casco
Riptide Red, Allagash White and
si Blue Ribbon—we started our
ring off with the most well known
ln-.li stouts . Guinness. It was a welnc sight to see Guinness back on
Lifter only having it available in
nits so far this year. Rooke was par-larly pleased to have the rich .
Both stout settle in front of his eyes
Br than having to imagine it hapling m the bottle and out of sight. A
IV) body is the beer 's most wcllun trait , causing many to say that
fini of Guinness can be a meal in
& The smooth , creamy imported
* has delicious chocolate and cofundertones , and is the perfect beer
icold rainy October ni ght.

C0LIHTESY Of DOUG ROOKE

Rooke and company put taps f r o m Marchese Blue Light Pub to the test.
Next in line was the alleged Prince
of Beers, Bud Light. The stark contrast between the full-bodied deliciousness of Guinness and this weak .
watered-down ,
rice-brewed cup
of water was
astounding.
B u s h f a c e
Needcll summed it up perfectly
when he declared , "After Guinness
this tastes like seltzer water... with a
hint of piss." To paraphrase the
immortal Rick James , "I wish I had
four hands, so 1 could give this beer
four thumbs down!"
The richness was immediately
broug ht back up to par with the

Shipyard Pumpkinhead , which is very
much like drinking a pumpkin p ie.
After having our palettes cleansed
with
the
carbonated
water.
Pumpkinhead
exploded onto the
scene with rich ,
heavy flavor and
a delicious hint of
spices in the aftertaste. Even though it
was a welcome shift from the previous
"beer," Rooke angrily dismissed it,
saying it was "too fruity tasting, with
too much spices... straight up doesn 't
have any qualities of an actual beer."
With no clear-cut challenger for
Guinness to contend with , we turned
our tongues to Casco Bay Riptide
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Red. For true hop-heads, Casco Bay is
where it 's at with its deliciously bitter
tang. Described as "straight delicious"
in a voice that sounded like it came
from the bottom of Lifton 's
diaphragm , Casco Bay vaulted over
its predecessors into the overall
favorite for the group.
The next beer in the line of taps was
Allagash White , which was behind the
eight ball from the start because of its
inclusion of the orange slice. Despite
being a disgrace of a beer. Miller Lite
makes an entirely valid point when
stating in its commercials that one
should NOT FRUIT THE BEER. If
Miller Lite is making fun of you, you
know you 're a disappointment.
Finally we got to our sixth pint of
the night and Rooke 's predetermined
winner and all-time beer of choice:
PBR. Obviously the best bang for
your buck at the pub ($ I for the first
two hours every ni ght, then SI.60
afterwards). PBR is the front runner
for a college student 's budget, but it
was a group consensus (not taking
into account Rookc 's ridiculous bias)
that the Casco Bay Riptide Red was
the highest quality beer available for
dispensation from Sheryl, Connie and
Lisa. Plus, it may have helped that
while enjoying the Casco Bay Came
U nderwood was singing the national
anthem at Coors Field , which we all
agreed helped accentuate the taste of
the beer. She's hot.

Spotlight on the Arts
Ryan Vigil
By JAMIE POSTER
STAFF WRITER

Like most children Ryan Vigil,
faculty fellow in music, had a
curiosity with sound and instruments. Vigil can remember trying to
play the piano and pulling pots and
pans out of the kitchen cabinets to
bang on them since he was three.
While most children outgrow this
phase. Vigil admitted, "I didn 't get
over that fascination of hitting
things." To experiment with sound,
and to do it well, has proven to be a
gift that few of us have, and henceforth many of our parents discourage this kind of behavior. But Vigil
seems to have been born with a
knack for music and instead of
being discouraged, Vigil began to
take piano lessons when he was six.
He then went to the Manhattan
School of Music for his BA, and
went on to get degrees from Tufts
and Yale, where he earned his
D.M.A. with a dissertation on the
early works of Mortin Feldman.
Vigil is a faculty fellow in music
this year, replacing Steven Nuss
white he is on sabbatical. Vigil
brings with him many contributions
to the Colby community, including
solo piano performances and a contribution to a Theater/Dance production in the spring. He is also
teaching two unique classes this
year. Music in Film and Women
Making Music. His passion for
women in music comes from his
piano/theory/composition teacher
from sixth grade through senior year
of high school, who has inspired
him over the years and is also a
wonderful composer. Women as
composers and conductors tend to
be taken less seriously, a contradiction to Vigil's own experience. He
feels it is important for students to
be exposed to all great works, not
just those prescribed by the tradition
of "canonical" masters.
Outside of teaching music, Vigil

composes music. While many might
feel comfortable labeling Vigil's
original works as "post-modem,"
Vigil said, "I'm not someone who's
concerned about meaning or message, it 's simply about creating an
environment where the listener is
invited to have a new experience."
His music is not a question of influence; it comes from his own experience. If there is some music that
Vigil finds extremely moving, he
says he might try to "tap into a similar sort of energy" with his own
music. Composers that affect him
like this are John Cage, Claude
Debussy, Mortin Feldman and Toro
Takamitsu. Vigil's current favorite
music to listen to is mid-20th century American pop music like Chuck
Berry
and
Roy
Orbison.
Surprisingly, his favorite music to
play is Renaissance keyboard music
and gospel. When it comes down to
it, Vigil said that he tries to not
worry too much about influence,
drawing a distinction between the
music one listens to, the music one
plays and the music one writes.
Writing music for Vigil is not
something he does because he "feels
like writing music" or he wants
something to show for himself. He
writes music because he feels it
inside of him. "When it screams
loud enough I have to write it
down," Vigil said. "From there it is
much less about making creative
decisions than it is reacting." Vigil
allows the music to guide him.
Anybody who attended his piano
performance can attest to this. "Rain
at the Eaves Just Right for
Sleeping," was the opening work he
performed, an eight minute lullaby
that perfectly captured the sensation.
Although Vigil would attest that
white some music is prevalent and
meaningful, his is simply supposed
to be heard. A unique and interesting
composer, professor and addition to
the Colby community, we are lucky
to have him here this year.

hto the Wild captures haunting tone of novel
By OLIVIA STERLING
STAFF WRITER

In 1992, a 24-year-old man from a
ell-iu-do family named Chris
¦t jndlcss wandered into the Alaskan
¦dvmess never to return. When his
- mposing body was found about
' i year later, a journalist named Jon
ifcauer from Outdoor magazine
-Mitiated the life and death of
& nidlcss and eventually wrote a
k ibout it entitled Into the Wild. When
*l n a few years ago, I never considi that this piece of investigatory non" ¦') would ever be realized into a
' - and so I was surprised when I
» the preview for it a few months
¦

ago. I was equally perplexed by the fact
that it starred Emile Hirsch whom I knew
only as the teenager in the The Girl Next
Door and that Vince Vaughn would be
cast in anything other than a ridiculous
comedy. However, I was heartened
when I saw that
Sean Penn was
the director, and I
was sure that he
would have only chosen them if he
knew they would be great.
Indeed, my brother informed me as
we walked to the cinema over fall
break that Scan Penn had had very
particular scruples with regards to
how the actors performed their
duties. He said that apparently "all

that stuff you see them do is real"
meaning that Emile Hirsch really did
get emaciated and that the eightyyear-old man he befriends—Hal
Halbrook—actually did hav e to
climb up a miniature mountain for
the role.
The opening
scenes
show
McCandless
hitch-hiking out West, and letters to
his friends are scrawled out across the
screen in a bright yellow font. I was at
first taken aback by such an unusual
narrative sty le, but I soon remembered
how integral these letters were to the
story and how the youthful voice of
McCandless shines through in them. It
could be argued that until his selfinduced isolation , McCandless has little hardship in his life as he grows up in
an affluent suburb near D.C. and attends
an elite college. But after his graduation
from Emory, McCandless inexp licably
decides to end communication with his
family, donate his savings of $20,000 to
charity and head out West whereupon he
begins calling himself by a new name
—"Alexander Supertramp." As he
tramps around the West bumming rides
from hippies, blue-collar workers, and
solitary old men. we get a sense of
McCandless' energy and of his resolute quest to derive profundity from
living in the wild. Some of the
acquaintances he strikes up on the road
develop a sincere interest in him and
worry about his lack of preparedness;
they insist on giving him boots ,
machetes, cooking supp lies.
Given these meaning ful relation-
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COUOIESY OF WtLDABOUTMOWES COM

» Ilirsch as McCandless tests his survival outside of material society.

ships he has with the people who fall
in his path , it appears somewhat
bizarre that a convivial and outgoing
guy such as McCandless would
choose to shun society and seek fulfillment instead in the outdoors. But
when the film backtracks to some of
the troubles in his family life—he
learned right after his high school
graduation that his father was a
bigamist—it seems to make a little
more sense. Also, McCandless is
fiercely intellectual and finds companionship amongst his favorite literary
authors including Leo Tolstoy, Boris
Pasternak and Jack London. Throug h
close-ups of the text and his notes in
the margins, we realize how much
these books influence his life. When
McCandless finally arrives in Alaska ,
the tension that builds toward his death
is juxtaposed with beautiful , expansive
shots of the wilderness, bringing us
back to a quote we hear often in the
movie—that McCandless wasn't
"respecting " nature when he underestimated its dangers. Emile Hirsch does
an impeccable job of portraying
McCandless (I now can 't imagine anyone else playing him) and the conclusion that he ultimately makes that
"happiness is onl y real when shared"
is poignantly rendered. As I looked on ,
I realized why it was so important to
mc that this story was put into the
hands of the approp riate director—it
was because I wanted the same haunted, tugging feeling that I had when I
read the book. The movie succeeded in
capturing this for me, and retained its
momentum up until the very last shot.

By Jmmie Warner
With Halloween just behind us,
you may still be in the state of
mind to ask, "Where can I go for
an awesome Halloween party
with an Al Capone look alike
contest?'*
Well, look no further.
You can find this event and
more at The Speak Easy, located
at IS Silver Street in Waterville.
The Speak Easy serves Caribbean, Mediterranean, and American cuisine. The restaurant features quality live Jazz music
Wednesdaythrough Saturday.
They feature some of the most
talented local jazz musicians
Maine has to offer, not to mention members of our very own
Colby Jazz band every Wednesday night.
Those of age can look forward
to the Sunday's themed brunches
like "Blues and Bloody Marys"

and "Kegs and Eggs."
Check out upcoming artists and
events at the Maine Jazz Alliance,
www.mainejaz7alliance.org,or
The Speak Easy's myspace page,
myspace.corn/wtvlspeakeasy.
So, next time you are interested
in hearing some great jazz or testing out some eclectic culinary creations, head over to The Speakeasy at 18 Silver Street in Waterville or give them a call at 207859-9900. Open Wednesday &
Thursday 5pm-1 Opm, Friday &
Saturday 12pm-12am, with
Sunday brunch opening at 12pm.
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iPlay Devastator of the Week

The super match-up: Colts-Patriots

Isaac Opper x 10

A forward for the spirited team The Situation, Isaac
Opper '10 led his field hockey team on and oft* the turf
throughout the season. Though The Situation lost its first
round tournament game in overtime, Opper contributed to
all three of his team's goals, scoring two and assistingone.
Opper s presence on the field was admired by teammates
and competitors alike, including a breakawayspin-move
to fool a defender that drew praisesfrom all. With his field
hockey season now closed, Opper looks forward to carrying his skills into the winter months for broomball.

IPlay Highlights
SOCCER

FIELO HOCKEY:

In recreational soccer. The B Team delivered a 4-0
blow to Bonobos in the second round of the tournament. Worthy of an ESPN highlight reel, Mcsay
Mclcsc '10 scored his team 's second goal with a diving header oft of a comer kick to put the momentum
fully on The B Team's side.

The Situation suffered a nail-biting 3-4 overtime
loss to Team Glorious in the first round of the field
hockey tournament. Isaac Opper * 10 led The Situation
with two goals, and defensemen Max Mutter MO was
appropriately nicknamed "The Wall" by the frustrated
opposing offenders. Vivek Freitas '08 contributed significantly to Team Glorious' win, scoring three of his
team's final tally.

Volleyball ends season 12-21
By UZZI FORT
STAFF VVRTER

After a solid season. Colby
women 's volleyball, fell last Saturday.
Oct. 27 in its final match against Tufts
University held at Amherst College
The Mules lost their first game of the
match 30-15. yet Colby rallied kick to
win the second game 27-30. However,
u seemed tliL- squad could not keep the
momentum from the second game and
fell in the third and fourth games. 30-20
and 30-23. respectively
A gainst the Jumbov junior middle
blocker Meredith Lawler committed
15 kills and had 19 defensive digs
for the Mules Junior setter Jenny
Lawrence set 26 assists and had 20
digs , continuing her strong performance for the Mules First-year hitter Heather Arvidson had nine kills
and junior defensive specialist Carlie
Mtniehino added on 17 digs for the
Mules
Senior captains Cassic Sancartier
and Jessie Prentice finished their last
game in a Colby women 's volleyball
uniform with a strong showing.
Sancartier had 27 digs and six kills
and Prentice added 1X digs Both were
key players for the squad throughout
the entire season and are the only
graduating players
Sancantier
was
especially
impressed with the way her team

played for its last weekend.
"The fact that we played the last
games of our careers this past weekend is definitely a tough idea to come
to terms with, but I couldn 't be more
impressed with our team 's effort
against
Amherst
and
Tufts. "
Sancartier said. "It was an extremely

Everyone knew
that losing both
games would
mean the end of
our season and
as a result we
truly left everything we had on
the court.
Cassie Sancartier '08

Co-Captain

positive way to end the season and our
volley ball careers."
The intensity the squad played with
is what seemed to impress Sancartier
the most. "This past weekend we really came to play. Everyone knew that
losing both games would mean the

Colby dropped Two toug h matches against Amherst and Tufts last weekend.

echoads®
colby.edu
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end of our season and as a result we
truly left everything we had on the
court," Sancartier said. "Tufts and
Amherst are two of the best teams in
the NESCAC and they simply outplayed us, but I came out of this weekend happier with our performance
than I have all season."
The previous afternoon Colby fell
to Amherst College 3-0. Despite keeping the games competitive at the start,
the Lord Jeffs pulled away winning
the match with game scores of 30-17,
30-19 and 30-18.
Lawler began her weekend strong
with II kills, while Arvidson had
eight and Prentice added on six.
Mimchino led the team in digs with 12
digs and Lawrence had 29 assists.
The prior weekend at the
Smith/Mt. Holyoke Hall of Fame
tournament, the Mules , with the
absence of their starting setter
Lawrence, went 1-3. Colby fell 3-0 to
Brandeis University and 3-1 to
Wheaton College on Friday. October
19. However, on Saturday the squad
clinched a win over Wcstfield State 32, despite falling later that day to
Smith College 3-0.
However, on Wednesday Oct. 17,
in a New England Small College
Athletic Conference game, the Mules
defeated rival Bates College 3-2 at
Lewiston.
The Mules accomplished something they had been struggling with all
season, maintaining their control and
edge over the other team in tight
games. Throughout the season the
Mules struggled with maintaining
their control, starting many matches
close with opponents but then losing
their momentum and being unable to
regain it.
Against the Bobcats, however, the
Mules remained toe to toe, showing
immense composure throughout the
match. After losing the first game of
the match in extra points, 29-3 1, they
came back to win the next two games
30-28 and 30-22. And despite losmg
the fourth game 30-28, they came
back to win the fifth and final game in
extra points 16-14.
After a season where the Mules
continuously struggled with injuries
and setbacks the team had the team
showed a great deal of determination.
"There's no doubt that our season
suffered because of injuries—I don 't
think there was any point in the season
when we didn 't have at least one girl
out hurt—but what really impressed
me was the way everyone remained so
positive," Sancartier said. "We never
made excuses for ourselves and tried
to work through the holes in our lineup as best we could , and I' m extremely proud of the girls."

E-mail: ionizerusa @ yahoo.com
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CUNK'S CORNER

By NICK CUNKELMAN

Standing just one block east of the
RCA Dome, home of the reigning
world champion and 7-0 Indianapolis
Colts, an attraction unto themselves,
the American Super Heroes Museum
at the corner of West Louisiana and
South Meridian appears to be
sketched out of the pages of a comic
book. Indeed, a stroll inside the large
brick warehouse and through the
museum's many exhibits brings back
childhood memories for all visitors;
the collection of costumes and capes
from past eras seem to rewind time on
icons of American culture. Yet
although Superman and Batman dominate the museum's displays, come
Sunday the city of Indianapolis will
shift its focus to the green turf field
west of their Super Museum. And
although there will be no men in capes
to thrill the crowd inside the RCA
Dome on the afternoon of Nov. 4,
there are two men wearing uniforms
with the numbers 12 and 18, leading
two teams with zero combined losses
in the most meaningful game of the
NFL season to date.
In retrospect, it does not seem long
ago that the New England Patriots
were the Kryptonite to the
Indianapolis Colts *—and Peyton
Manning's—Superman.
While
Manning and Co. tore up the rest of
the NFL for the 2003 and 2004 seasons, compiling a combined 24-8 regular season record and Manning
throwing for a record 49 TDs in 2004,
they nevertheless met their end on a
cold field in Foxborough both years,

with New England going on to win its
second and third Super Bowl titles.
Since then, however, not even
Kryptonite can slow down the Colts;
through 2005-2006, the Colts and
Patriots have met thrice with the Colts
winning all three meetings. Last season, even when the Patriots appeared
to have proven that their unearthly
mettle was not lost, the Colts surged
back from a 21-3 deficit to win the
AFC Championship. Two weeks later
on a rainy field in Miami, Indy celebrated its first title in 36 years.
Kryptonite, it seemed, had some work
to do.
The off season is always a good
place to start, and thus the Patriots
didn't wait in acquirine linebacker
Adalius Thomas , wideouts Wes

New England is
its own force on
offense, like Indy
has always been,
and the Colts are
playing even
better than during their championship run.
Welker, Donte' Stallworth and Randy
Moss, along with running back
Sammy Morris in a flurry of deals
through March and April. With new
weapons at his disposal, quarterback
Tom Brady now sports the
"Superman" tag that Manning wore;
Brady has 30 TD passes going into
Sunday's Indy match-up, on pace for
an unheard of 60 while leading the
Patriots to their 8-0 start. After New
England's 52-7 win over the Redskins
and Indy's 31-7 victory in Carolina,
Manning spoke about what will be
one of the most anticipated regular

season
games
in
histop
"Everybody 's been talking about it!,
a long time, except us. I guess now n
safe to talk about it." Head coac
Tony Dungy, when asked about Th
Game , chuckled at its inevitab l
buildup. "I think it 'll be a circus," h
said at the post-game press confci
ence. "I think it 'll be a very, ver
much hyped game."
With New England now lookin
stronger than ever, the status of thi
meeting goes beyond a mcr
Kryptonite-Superman clash. Nci
England is its own force on offensi
like Indy has always been, and th
Colts are playing even better than dm
ing their championship run. Peyton i
as Peyton does, throwing for ovc
1500 yards in seven games while corr
pleting over 68 percent of his passe;
His TD-INT ratio is 11:2, and Ui
Sunday he passed the one and onl
Johnny Unitas for first on the Coll
career TD pass list. The Indy defens
has also been stout, allowing a sting
14.6 points per game as the thini
ranked defense in the NFL. On th
opposite side is a Patriots team that ha
put up 331 points through 8 game
(41.4 ppg) and allowed just 127 (15.
ppg). New England has scored an NF
record 30 or more points in its last nin
games. Its closest margin of victor
has been 17 points.
With both teams in a league of the:
own , the final whistle on Sunda
might only signal an end to Issue Nc
1 of this story, with a possible Januar
match-up on the horizon. But regarc
less who comes away victorious, ft
now the Blue Horseshoe and Flyin
Elvis are worn by those who perfon
on a whole other level, that of the Ma
of Steel and the Dark Knight. Sai
Manning after the win in Carolim
"they're playing great and we knoi
how good of a team they are. It '
going to be a super challenge
Indeed, an old brick warehouse on
block east should consider adding t\\
new uniforms to its collection.

Cre w drop s CBB title to Bate s
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

Over the College's fall break Boston
was host to several major sports events.
While the Red Sox fought to make it
into the World Series, just a few blocks
away approximately 305,000 people
lined the banks of the Charles River to
watch the 43rd annual Head of the
Charles Regatta. In a day described as
having "wonderfully sunny weather and
remarkably calm winds that made for
ideal rowing conditions," crew teams
and clubs turned out from all over New
England to compete in the prestigious
fall race. Colby had two boats in the
regatta, the varsity men's and women's
boats. The women finished a
respectable 22nd out of a field of 44,
with a time of 18 minutes 38 seconds
and the men ended 29th out of 42 with a
time of 16 minutes and 33 seconds.
Following these strong performances the teams were looking forward to competing in the annual
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin scrimmage.
This race marks the end of the fall season for crew and the teams all expect-

ed a strong finish in order to have
something to build off for the upcoming spring racing season. Unlike the
previous weekend at the Head of the
Charles, this weekend the weather
posed a much greater challenge, as
Saturday was cold and rainy. Colby
hosted the traditional tournament on
the beautiful 2.5-mile long course on
Lake Messalonskee, but it was Bates

...crew now
turns ahead to
face the spring
racing season.
that came away with the top honors.
The women's division was broken up
into both varsity and novice divisions
and Colby supplied three boats to the
novice division and two to the varsity.
In the varsity division the Lady Mules
did not fare very well with the A boat
coming in a full minute behind the
leading Bates boat at 14:58 and the B

boat finishing with a time of 15:2>
Colby had better luck in the novic
division with the A boat coming .
second with a time of 15:10 and the I
boat coming in third with a time c
16:20. The fact that the event wa
divided into the novice and varsif
divisions allowed members of th
Colby team who would not usuall
have been able to row the chance :
gain some experience in the college
racing world.
The men 's team also competed i:
the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin showdow
and had some success to show for it
efforts. The A boat came in secom
only 18 seconds behind the leaden
Bates, with a time of 12:49. Th
Colby B boat finished with
respectable 14:14 and a joint Colb
and Bowdoin boat finished off th
group with a time of 15:28. Like th
women's team, the men 's team ha
wrapped up its fall season and is no\
looking ahead to the spring racin
season.
With the fall season coming to
close with these two encouragm
competitions Colby crew now turn
ahead to face the spring racing seasoi

Last second try puts rugby over Bates
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

Bryan Solar '08 scored a try in the
last five seconds to win the match
against Bates College last Saturday,
Oct. 27. On a cold and rainy afternoon, Solar was able to collect an
errant pass from a Bates defenseman
and run the ball to the comer of the ingoal area and grounded the ball for a
try. After a conversion by Peter
Raymond '09, the final whistle was
blown and Colby left the field victorious 12-10.
The scoring started by Bates in the
first half. The Bobcats went ahead 5-0
on a try, but they were unable to kick
the conversion. Colby scored twice in
the first half, both on penalty kicks by
Raymond. Colby led 6-5 at halftime
thanks to some great defense. Jay
Larmon '09 "played solid defense, he
was like a brick wall back there," fellow defenseman Sam Hoff '09 said.
Larmon had some kind words for his
fellow defenseman Sam Brakeley '10.
"Brakeley set a great example for a

team defense and had some important
tackles to keep the momentum."
Solar added that "there were great
contributions from freshmen Devon
Burkhart and Colin Anson, as well as
Bobby Winslow Fellows. It was a great
example of the team coming from
behind, it showed a lot of character."
By the second half, the field was
covered in mud and scoring
ceased until Bates put another try
on the board with ten minutes to
go. However, Bates missed the
conversion but still led 10-6. For
tile rest of the game after Bates
went in front , Colby forced a
long ruck deep in Bobcat territory. Finally in the final seconds,
Solar scooped up the errant pass
and took it in for the game winning fry.
Co-captain
Andrew
Kabatznick '08 earned the ball
well and stopped Bates from getting deep in Colby territory. Jack
D'lsidoro * 10 and Fletcher
Schoen '10 worked well in the
- scrum and made solid tackles all

game. "Colin Anson *08 and Devi
Burkhart '08 both played well in the
first A-side action ," Schoen said aftt
Jami
the
game.
Co-captain
Luckenbill '08 was hurt during a go;
line stand but Bates did not scon
This was the second time Colby hi
defeated Bates this year and ended tl
fall season on a high note.

men 's soccer ends season with tough loss l
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

pespite the final score, the Colby
n-n 's soccer team outplayed Bates
oilege on Oct. 27, as it controlled the
¦rjipo of the game and won the time
f possession but did not finish on
a me scoring opportunities. Bates
;ored two goals a minute and a half
part late in the game to take the lead.
lespite their strong play, the Mules
,si their fmal game of the year 3-2.
he Mules * final record of 6-6-2 overi] and 1-6-2 in the New England
mall College Athletic Conference
irely prevented them from making
:e p layoffs this year.
The players took the pitch on a cool
[id rainy Saturday Oct. 27 afternoon
ud put the pressure on right away.
odd Boertzel '09 worked the right
ide of the field and made some great
[osses. Bates had its first good pene-

tration after 22 minutes when it got
two comer kicks. The second corner
kick was headed into the back of the
Colby net , putting Bates up one to nil.
Colby, as always, did not get down
after the goal , and responded with
deep penetration into Bobcats' defensive end. Colby passed the ball well
and had several crosses that were not
taken advantage of. Other good
chances before halftimc included
Waters 's dribbling through several
Bates defenders and getting a cross
that was shot, but too high. Matt
Shatkin '09 also had a big shot in the
closing minutes of the first half, but it
went wide.
The score at halftime stood 1-0 in
favor of the Bobcats. Colby was outplaying them, but could not finish
There was strong defensive play by
Tom Milaschewski '09, JoseLuis
Mendoza '08, Shatkin and co-Captain
Jamie Waters '08 when he was on
defense. They won the 50-50 balls and

dominated the headers on goal kicks.
Also, Doug Sibor '10 played the
whole game in net and made some
great diving saves.
Colby again started the second half
fast with a shot in the first minute.
Nate Seiberling '11 and Logan King
'09 started the half well, with a great
cross by King in the 53rd minute that
was nearly headed in.
Minutes later, a Colby player was
unnecessarily taken down by a Bates
player. Milaschewski stood up for his
fallen comrade and tike any man would
do retaliated by tossing a Bates player
to the ground. For his actions he was
awarded a yellow card- On the free kick
following the scuffle, King drove the
ball into the box where the ball found
the feet of Seiberling. His shot went
wide right, but was one-timed into the
net for a goal. Off sides was called,
however, and the goal did not count
Nonetheless, Colby in the 58th
minute scored on a beautiful header by
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Shatkin from the foot of Boertzel on a
comer kick. Colby continued the pressure from Scott Brown * 10 and King, a
header by Waters and a shot wide by
Seiberling. All of the pressure was
helped by solid defense highlighted by
impressive hustle by Mendoza. Waters
showed off some fancy footwork in the
63rd minute dribbling by three Bates
defenders and ripping a shot wide
right. Waters was rewarded in the 74th
minute when he drove a shot to the far
post. A Bates defender deflected the
ball to the near post for a goal putting
the Mules in the lead 2-1. The Bobcats
responded with a goal only a minute
later on a high header that lofted its
way to the top left corner of the net and
dropped in for a score. The score was
tied 2-2 for only 90 seconds. Bates had
a long shot into the box that goalie
Doug Sibor ' 10 mishandled as he
caught it, and a Bates player stole the
ball and scored. Bates went ahead 3-2
and held on to that lead even with a
tremendous effort from Colby in the
last ten minutes.
The previous weekend Colby tied
Connecticut College 2-2. King scored
both goals with assists from Mendoza
and Seiberling but the Camels scored
their second goal with less than three
minutes left to tie the game. On
Wednesday, the Mules beat in-town
rival Thomas College five to nil. Mike
Butler '08, Brown, co-Captain Will
Kinder *08, King and Ben Wakana ' 10
all got in on the scoring.
A win paired with a Tufts loss
against Connecticut College on
Saturday, Oct. 27 would have put the
Mules into the post season. Seniors
Butler, Adam Curatolo, Kinder,
JoseLuis Mendoza, Zak Starr and
Waters all suffered a final collegiate
loss, as the squad will lose them to
graduation this spring. They all were
leaders on and off the field and set a
stellar example for the rest of the
team. Head coach Mark Serdjenian
coached the Mules for the 32nd year
in a row.

Devastator of the Week

Justin Candon '08
Justin Candon '08 led the football team to their first victory of the season
over rival Bates College with nine caught passes for 147 yards and two touchdowns. The steady rain and sloppy game conditions on Seaverns Field on
Saturday, Oct. 27 did not faze Candon. as he ignited Colby's offense through'
out the duration of the match. Candon scored his first touchdown off of a 15yard pass from Billy Ryan '08 with 7:17 left in the first quarter, to capitalize
on an 87-yard drive and give Colby a 6-0 advantage over the Bobcats. Later
in the third quarter, Candon snatched another pass from Ryan to cap off a 14play, 67-yard play. With a 20-13 win over Bates, the Mules improved their
record to 1-5, and earned themselves a chance at the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates
title, which will be determined when Colby plays Bowdoin away on Nov. 10.
The Mules will match up against Tufts University (5-1) this Saturday, Nov. 3.

WOMEN'SSOCCER Ends seasonwith
disappointingNESCAC record of 0-7-2
Continued From Page 12
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[Ti ps for a solid basketball draft despite player injuries

THE FOCUS ON FANTASY
By DANNY EPSTEIN

In my latest installment of "The
on Fantasy," I want to outline
i) latest fantasy basketball draft. In
IT league named "Keep ing Up with
ie Jones," we have seven Colby stums and three Providence College
udents (that's a ten team league for
U of you non-math majors).
The scoring system is the normal ten
Ucgories (FG%, FT%, 3PT, PTs, RBs,
ST. STL, BLK, TO) and it is a head?¦head league. To make things more
iterating, we keep two players from
tar-fo-year. I had numerous options
fa finishing second last year with
lion Brand , Paul Pierce, Tim Duncan,
"shard Lewis and Andre Igoudala all
possibilities. The catch is that we
st lo select our keepers at the end of
t preceding season. Elton Brand
toed like a guarantee since he was
liked number six last season overall. I
tided to keep Paul Pierce because I
It like the Celtics needed to make a
we to get some veteran help, and thus
ncfit Pierce. Duncan doesn 't play the
owes he once did (not to mention he
ijs sparingly during championship
itk) and Rashard Lewis was entering
* agency and his future destination
KUS

was unsettled (he ended up in Orlando).
Unfortunately. Brand tore up his
Achilles and is out for an extended period of time, quite possibly the season.
Although it was an unforeseen injury,
they happen in fantasy sports all the
time. I'll show you my draft to demonstrate how you can overcome injuries to
still have a good starting point for a fantasy basketball team.
The first two rounds people picked
keepers so there's nothing of note here.
In the third round I was selecting ninth
and had a dilemma as
the team before me
selected Jcrmaine
O'Neal, who would
have been a nice
replacement
for
Brand.
Carlos
Boozer and Emeka
Okafor were still on
the board but they
seemed like a stretch
in the first round so I
decided to go a different direction and
select
Andre
Igoudala. He has the new go-to player
status for the 76ers and contributes in
every category. In the fourth round .
Boozer was gone and I knew I had to
select a big man. There weren't many
options so I settled on another young
player , Al Jefferson , the former Boston
Celtic. Big Al will be the only inside
option in Minnesota (sorry Mark
Madscn) and should compile 20
points, 10 rebounds and a block each
night. The issue with picking at the
beginning or end of a snake draft is it
takes forever to return to your pick.
Twenty minutes later , in the fifth

round, I knew I needed some three
point and rebound help. There are not
many players who can provide this and
the decision came down to Mike
Miller or Antawn Jamison. Although
Miller was probably the superior player last year, a repeat seems unlikely, so
I went with Jamison, who should help
my team in a few categories. With the
inside positions and swingmen taken
care of, 1 needed a point guard. In the
sixth round, my options were poor
with Mike Bibby, Jason Terry, Ben
Gordon or Leandro
Barbosa still on the
board. The first
three players are primarily scorers and
don't pass much. I
decided to take
Barbosa for his help
in three pointers and
assists and take a
chance on a younger
player later in the
draft to help my
team further in
assists. Up to this
point, I was taking the best available
player on the board.
Late in the drafts is where fantasy
leagues are won and hopefully my
players will be no different. In the seventh and eighth rounds. I took
Raymond
Felton and
Samuel
Dalembcrt respectively. Felton will
provide my team a ton of assists and
steals , something I need , and
Dalembert should be huge m rebounds
and blocks. These two late round picks
help solve some of my issues, especially with the absence of Brand. This
should be the goal of mid-round draft

First off , leagues
that make you
declare your
keepers at the
beginning of the
previous year
are ridiculous.

picks. You should not necessarily be
taking the best available player at this
point, but looking for team needs.
Snaking around , 1 took Richard
Jefferson and Mike Conley, Jr.
Hopefully Jefferson can return to his
22 points per game and eight rebound
form and Conley, if he wins the
Memphis starting PG job, should lead
all rookies in assists due to the new
Phoenix Suns offense that Coach Marc
Iavaroni wants to install. I finished in
the last three rounds by taking Al
Thornton, Ncnad Kristic and Shaq.
Thornton, the rookie who dominated
the ACC (although not as well as Jared
Dudley) at Florida State, has been terrific this pre-season for the Clippers
and should be in line to take some of
the points lost by Elton Brand. Kristic
provides some nice depth at center and
could be a sleeper if be provides his
pre-injury number from last year (16.4
ppg and 6.8 rpg). Shaq is a risk but if
he can stay healthy and get in shape,
he could provide some more depth
inside until Brand comes back.
So what have we learned from my
draft? First off , leagues that make
you declare your keepers at the beginning of the previous year are ridiculous. Since we can 't fix that fact, in
the beginning of the draft , you should
be selecting the best available player.
In my case, I had to deviate a bit from
this plan considering that I had no
number one pick. In general, you
want to be taking the best available
players. The middle of the draft
should be where you fill team needs
and the end of the draft should be
comprised of sleepers and risks. Good
luck drafting!

was just one of those seasons where
everything didn 't come together until
the end," senior captain Mollie Puskar
said. "It was a very young team, and
wc struggled to find that happy medium. If our offense was on, something
was off with our defense and vice
versa, we just could never quite get it
all working." This notion seems to be
the consensus from the team 's leaders.
Fellow senior captain Katie McCabe
said, "Our final game of the season,
really summed up the way the entire
season went for us. Wc were so close,
but just not quite there. "
Both Puskar and McCabe agree
that this young team has a great deal
of potential to be very successful in
years to come. "This team will be
great in the coming years. This is an
amazing group of girls who have so

much talent. It 's just a matter of
putting it all together," McCabe said.
Colby graduates seven seniors this
year, all of whom were great assets to
the team. The four captains, McCabe,
Puskar. Lauren Gocthals '08 and
Meggic Hcrlihy '08 were all four-year
starters for Colby which translated
into excellent leaders for this young
team. McCabe holds the school record
for assists while Herlihy and
Gocthals. along with McCabe, have
consistently lead the team in every
offensive category during their time at
Colby. Laura Pomponi '08, Angela
Martinelli "08 and Nicholson also
contributed to the positive leadership
on this team. All seven will be missed,
but the promise of the underclassmen
bodes well for future seasons. "It was
impressive lo sec the transformation
wc made as a team and I see good
things for the team next year,"
McCabe said.

I0OTBALL: The Mules are now in contention for the Colby-Bowdoin-Batestitle
I Continued From Page 12
^ on the season while Bates dropped
0-6.
Statistically, both quarterbacks for
>!by had good days although Ryan
•eived significantly more playing
"e than Patrick Burns *11. Ryan
» 11 of 22 for 168 yards with two
ichdowns and one interception.
""Us came in for one possession
d performed nicely, going three for
e with 50 yards passing. Bates 's
arterback Colon also had a great

passing day going 21 of 40 for 257
yards and one touchdown. The coaching staff gave Bashaw *08 most of the
carries as he was given 23 carries for
59 yards. Roger Bel '10 got five carries for 26 yards and a few other running backs received twelve other
carries for a total of 40 carries for 99
yards and a touchdown. As noted
before , the nine-catch , 168-yard and
two-touchdown performance for
Candon was one of the most impressive performances of any player
throughout the season. Candon used
his entire six-foot three-inch frame to

out-muscle and out-maneuver the
Bates secondary all day long. Wide
receiver Matt Gregg '10 had a nice
receiving day compiling seven catches for 93 yards.
After the game, Mestieri said, "The
victory over Bates was extremely gratify ing to all of us. I am so happy for
our players that they were rewarded
for their hard work. This win positions
us to play for the CBB Championship
in two weeks against Bowdoin. It
should also allow us to play much
more relaxed and confidently against
this week's opponent Tufts. We stand

in way of Tufts p laying for the
NESCAC championship in two weeks
against Middlebury. So this week's
game has a big impact on the league
standings." As Mestieri references,
Colby will face a tough test at home
this Saturday at 12:30 p.m. when it
squares off with Tufts University.
Tufts is 5-1 in the conference and
looks to be on a collision course,with
Middlebury for the NESCAC
Championship. Its senior quarterback,
Matt Russo, scored four touchdowns
last week and is one of the leading
passers in the NESCAC.
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Captain Mollie Puskar '08 provided strong leadership throughout the season.
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in sports

XC battles
at NE meet

SATURDAY, NOV. 3

By PAT BAGLEY

W OMENS CROSS COUNTRY
@ ECAC Championships

SPORTS WRITER

The Colby men 's and women's
cross country teams battled against
the best runners in the region in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference Championships last
Saturday, Oct. 27. The harriers braved
a rain-sodden
racecourse
at
Williamston, Mass., hosted by
Williams College. The Ephs capitalized on their home turf advantage, as
the men defended their NESCAC title
by winning with a score of 47 poults.
It was a rough day for the Mules,
however. The men 's team finished in
last place, scoring 286 points.
"Although the overall team finish
this weekend at NESCACs was disappointing, there were some bright
spots on the team," Tim Maguire '08
said following the race. "John Swain
ran a very solid race, just missing All
NESCAC in 15th place in the race.
Some young guys ran well, with Ben
Cunkelman ' 11 coming in second for
the Mules, and Andy Maguire ' 11 finishing in the top seven for the first
time this year. Andy was followed
closely by fellow freshman John
Deascentis in 8th," Maguire said.
The pundits of Colby cross country
have found it encouraging that a number of first-years shined at the championship meets, as they will one day
become the senior stalwarts of the
team. For those of you who dig numbers: John "The Muddy Adobe"
Swain '08 was the men's top finisher,
rurining to 15th place with a time of
26:44. Cunkelman covered the 8-kilometer course in 28:16 for 67th place.
Maguire, who has shown incredible
improvement over his four years at
Colby, was Colby's third runner, placing 80th with a time of 28:32. The rest
of the varsity team consisted of Alex
Gill '08 (88th, 28:43), Bob Glotflelty
•08 (100th, 29:07), Chris Darrah '10
(101st, 29:09) and Andy Maguire '11
(106th, 29:26).
The Lady Mules earned fifth place
(126 points), proving that they can
hang with the best teams in the
region. Colby placed only one point
behind fourth place Middlebury
College. Bowdoin College scored
third with 109 points, while Bates
College was well behind the Lady
Mules, as they scored 222 points for
seventh place. Amherst (37 points)
won the championship for the second
consecutive year.
Anna King *08 led the Mules with
an 8th place finish. King covered the
six-kilometer course in 22 minutes
and 51 seconds. The next Colby runner to cross the finish line was
Cassie Knight '10, who placed 18th
with a time of 23:33. Mandy Ivey
'10 chased Knight, and her effort of
23:54 landed her 30th place. The
remaining four varsity spots in the
Mules ' line-up were held by Liz Petit
*08 (39th, 23:59), Katrina Gravel * 10
(44th, 24:07), Emma Linhard Ml
(48th, 24:15) and Devan Fitzpatnck
'09 (51st , 24:20). Fitzpatnck, a
mainstay in the women's line up,
recently returned to the season af ter
sitting out of a number of races due
to injury.
King had positive things to say
about her team's effort: "We came
into the meet as the dark horse, and
we proved ourselves worthy of attention. Everyone ran tough , and
Middlebury only beat us by one single point, which is remarkable considering they were the National
Champions last year. Now we have to
maintain our momentum in the
upcoming regional meet."
The Mules will hope to cany that
momentum into the ECAC championships this coming weekend, which
will also be hosted by Williams
College.

MENS CROSS COUNTRY
@ ECAC Championships
FOOTBALL

vs. Tufts
12:30

next week:
Fall 2007
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Despite steady rain and muddy conditions on Seaverns Field, the Mules managed to overtake rival Bates College on Oct. 27 by a score of 20-13.

Football captures first win of the season Women 's
By DANNY EPSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

On a miserable Saturday at
Seaverns Field with the rain pounding
down and the wind howling, the
Colby football team took the field and
earned its first win of the year and a
tally in the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
(CBB) Challenge. Justin Candon '08
caught nine passes for 168 yards and
two touchdowns from starting quarterback Billy Ryan '08, as Colby held on
late and beat Bates 20-13. Rain had
poured down on the field most of the
previous night and morning, leaving
very sloppy conditions for the players
by the 1:00 p.m. kickoff. The nasty
weather continued throughout the
game, although both teams did an
effective job of ball control and minimizing mistakes. The crowd was also
quite impressive in numbers considering the inclement weather conditions.
Colby won the coin toss and Coach
Ed Mestieri decided to defer, most
likely a wise decision due to the bad
weather. Bates floundered on its first

offensive possession and punted to and difficult throwing conditions.
Colby who started its first drive on its
With the rain letting up in the secown 13 yard-line. The Mules put ond half, Colby put together another
together their most effective drive of long drive of 67 yards capped by
another Ryan to
the season with capCandon connection,
tain Chris Bashaw
this time for three
*08 and senior quaryards in the corner
terback Billy Ryan
of the endzone. The
leading the team on
coaching
staff
an 87-yard march,
decided to use the
capped by an 18Candon 's height in
yard
Ryan
to
the red-zone to outCandon strike to put
jump
the smaller
the Mules up 6-0.
Bates comerback
Both
offenses
and the decision
gained
some
proved to be sound.
momentum throughThe
teams
out the rest of the
exchanged rushing
half but neither
touchdowns
by
could capitalize on
scoring
chances.
Ed Mestieri Bashaw for Colby
and
quarterback
Punter Victor Gagne
Head Coach
Brandon Colon for
'09 gave the Mules
Bates.
good field position
Late into the fourth quarter the
throughout the first half averaging a
solid 31 yards per punt on six attempts Mules led 20-6 and looked to be in a
in inclement weather. The score was great position to win their first game
6-0 after the first half, which was of the season. Interestingly, as the
largely dominated by nmning plays Mules coaching staff seemed to

The victory
over Bates was
extremely grat ifying to all of us.
1 am so happy
for our players
that they were
rewarded for all
their hard work.

implement a preventative style
defense with the comerbacks and
safeties dropping deep to prevent the
long pass, the Bates offense instantly
came to life. They put together a 16
play, three minute and 36 second drive
capped by a passing touchdown by
Colon to wide receiver/quarterback
Tom Beaton '10. Colby attempted to
run some clock but went three-and-out
on its next possession, so Bates
received the ball with one minute and
57 seconds left on the clock needing
to go 91 yards for the game-tying
touchdown. Colon utilized a vast
array of receivers and marched down
the field utilizing timeouts and the
sidelines effectively to preserve time.
Finally, with four seconds remaining
and Bates in possession of the ball on
fourth down from the Colby 25-yard
line . Colon launched a Hail Mary pass
that seemed destined for the arms of a
Bates receiver in the endzone until
comerback Richard Newton ' 11
knocked the ball to the wet turf to preserve the Mules * win. Colby moved to
Continued on Page 11

T Field hockey earns gritty win over Bobcats
By NICK CUNKELMAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

It was a tale of two halves for the
Colby field hockey team on
Saturday against Bates College, yet
with the score tied 2-2 entering a
penalty stroke shootout , the Mules
were able to overcome losing a 20 lead to earn a win over the visiting Bobcats. Colby finished
the season at 5-9 (2-7
NESCAC) while Bates
dropped to 5-8-1 (2-7
NESCAC). In the first half
of a game that featured
r^^—
two scoreless overtime
^A
|H
periods before the decidthe
ing
shootout ,
Mules—or more specifically Mary Claire
^Hj
^H
Snediker '09—domi-

nated the Bobcats. Snediker scored
both of her goals in the half, off
assists from Amy Campbell * 10 and
MaryClaire McGovern '08. It was a
big day that lead to a big honor for
Snediker, who was named NESCAC
Field Hockey Player of the Week.
The junior forward has now scored
26 goals in her Colby career, and set
the tone for Colby in the penalty
stroke shootout on Saturday by netting Colby the first of its goals to
win the shootout 3-0.
Although the Mules walked off
Bill Alfond Field the victors in this
one, it was not without a tremendous fight put up by the visiting
Bobcats. After a halftimc break to
contemplate a 2-0 deficit to its
archrivals, Bates came out firing in
the second half. Ironically, much of

Volleyball ends season

this change in play can be attributed
to keeper Katie McEnroe *11 , who
came in for the Bobcats ' second
half and shootout , making nine
saves and keeping the Mules out of
the twine while acting as a facilitator for plays upfield. Off of
McEnroe's strong play, Bates tied
the contest at two apiece after goals
from Abby Childs '09 and
Samantha Rothkopf '10. The two
teams played stingy defense in the
two overtime periods, with Mules
goalkeeper Jamie Enos *08 bearing
down to make 12 total saves in her
final field hockey game for Colby.
In the decisive shootout , the Mules
proved their mettle as Snediker,
McGovern , and Frazer Humes '09
converted in the shootout to seal a
tough-fought win.

Men 's soccer falls to Bobcats
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By AMANDA ROEHN
STAFF WRITER

After a difficult season of stru.
gling in conference play, tl
women's soccer team managed
take both Connecticut College ai
Bates College into overtime C
Saturday, Oct. 20, Colby travel;
down to New London, Conn, to tal
on the Camels in its second to la
New England Small College Atbiei
Conference match-up. After comu
off of a strong 2-0 win against tl
University of Southern Maine, tl
Mules were looking to carry th
momentum and earn their fn
NESCAC victory. The Camels ma
aged to get one by Colby half*;
through the first half of play, b
first-year Su-Lin Del Guercio sunk
crucial goal with just under 17 mi
utes left in regulation to tie the gam
This was Guercio's first collegia
goal. Despite the late rally, Coll
was unable to push ahead and tl
game ended in a 1-1 tie. Senior go
keeper Kathleen Nicholson can
away with seven saves for the Mule
This past weekend women 's socc
played its last game of the seasi
against NESCAC opponent Bat
College. After playing two scorelc
halves in the rain and mud, the Mul
went into their fifth overtime gar
this season. Bates out shot Colby W
a 29-13 shot advantage, but t
defense held off the Bobcats for o*
100 minutes of play. With just und
three minutes left in the second ovi
time, one of Bates 's forwards slipp
one by Colby 's defense to win 1-0
This game, like many of Coib;
outings this season, was a disappoit
ing end to a well-fought game. '

INSIDE SPORTS

Competing against tough opponents, the Mules
dropped matches to Amherst and Tufts, PAGE 10

! Colby concluded its season with a penalty stroke shootout win.

soccer falls
in last game

Despite outplaying Bates for the majority of the
game, Colby lost 3-2.
PAOE n
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